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Need 
Storage? 
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door to door 
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Moving services

Use 
MBOX20 

for 
$20 off 
your order

877-627-8269

Easy
Simple

Done!
@smartboxatl

Find us oN
SMARTBOX

MOVINGAND
STORAGE.COM

“

“

A Hub For
Hilarious Homegirls!

for more info
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For Complete Line-Up in Both Rooms Visit SOBATL.COM Restored & Ready To Rock!
DIG INTO OUR NEW MENU

THURSDAY JUNE 3

New Lost 
City Tour
Whelan/Stone Forrest Finn, 
Blake Henderson
MUSIC ROOM, $15 ADV  |  7PM DOORS

FRIDAY JUNE 4

Seven 
Year Witch
Alchemy, Visc, Lovely World
MUSIC ROOM  |  8PM DOORS

THURSDAY JUNE 10

Caiola, Airpark
MUSIC ROOM, $15 ADV $20 DOOR  |  6PM DOORS

FRIDAY JUNE 11

Okey Dokey
Elijah Johnston
MUSIC ROOM, $12 ADV $17  |  9PM DOORS

FRIDAY JUNE 11 & 
SATURDAY JUNE 12 
Early Show 6pm
David 
Ryan Harris
MUSIC ROOM, $40 ADV

THURSDAY JUNE 17

Kelly Willis and 
Bruce Robison
MUSIC ROOM, $20 ADV 
$25 DOOR  |  7PM DOORS

FRIDAY JUNE 18

The Vegabonds 
NIGHT ONE, Womz
MUSIC ROOM, $20 ADV  |  8PM DOORS

SATURDAY JUNE 19

The Vegabonds 
NIGHT TWO
Will Blackburn
MUSIC ROOM, $20 ADV.  |  8PM DOORS

THURSDAY JUNE 24

Tammy Hurt’s 
Sonic Rebel 
EP Release, DJ Chosen  
MUSIC ROOM, $20 ADV $25 DOOR  |  8PM DOORS

FRIDAY JUNE 25

Guardians 
of the Jukebox
$15 ADV/ $20 DOOR

FRIDAY JULY 16

Willie Hyn
MUSIC ROOM, $15 ADV $20 DOOR  |  8PM DOORS

THURSDAY JUNE 3

Cam and His Dam 
Jam Band, Drew Thomas
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $15 DOOR  |  8PM DOORS

FRIDAY JUNE 4

Jameson Tank
Battlewax, The Casters, Breaker 1-9
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $15 DAY OF

SATURDAY JUNE 5

CARRAMAE
The Killakee House, A.M. Rodriguez
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $13 DOOR  |  8PM DOORS

MONDAY JUNE 7

Settlers
ATLANTA ROOM, $10/$15 

WEDNESDAY JUNE 9

Grounds Crew
Close Enough, Buice
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV

THURSDAY JUNE 10

DART
ATLANTA ROOM  |  8PM DOORS

FRIDAY JUNE 11

House of Now 
Ugly Smiles, Light Sequence
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $15 DOOR  |  8PM DOORS

SATURDAY JUNE 12

Melodic Monster
Toxic Foxtrot and Canvas Ruin
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $15 DOOR  |  8PM DOORS

WEDNESDAY JUNE 16

BadCameo, Vinyl Suns
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $13 DOOR  |  8PM DOORS

THURSDAY JUNE 17

Big Yen, Poundcake
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $15 DOOR

FRIDAY JUNE 18

Quaint
Levy Ransom, After Youth
ATLANTA ROOM, $10/$15

SATURDAY JUNE 19
An evening with
Eric Bolander
ATLANTA ROOM, $10/$15

WEDNESDAY JUNE 23

The Live Show & 
Lovechild
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV.

THURSDAY JUNE 24

Richelle Richcornbread, 
Rae & the Rat Dogs, 
Emma Ohm
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $13 DAY OF  |  8PM DOORS

FRIDAY JUNE 25

Thundertoe
East Ave. Review, Virginia Highlanders
ATLANTA ROOM, $10/$15

SATURDAY JUNE 26
An evening with
Jack Yoder
ATLANTA ROOM, $10 ADV $15 DOOR  |  8PM DOORS

WEDNESDAY JUNE 30

Hale Bopp Astronauts
Symptoms, Made Men
ATLANTA ROOM, $10/$15

Atlanta Room Music Room
THURSDAY JUNE 17

Kelly Willis 
& Bruce Robison

FRIDAY JUNE 18 & 
SATURDAY JUNE 19

The 
Vegabonds

FRIDAY JUNE 4

Seven Year Witch

FRIDAY JUNE 11 &
SATURDAY JUNE 12

David Ryan Harris

For Complete Line-Up in Both Rooms 
VISIT SOBATL.COM
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EMA CARR

T
he Move was og intended to get you out 
of the house, interact with strangers, and 
return home with new experiences, not 
coronavirus. The “new moves” recommended 

in this column are to be consumed at your own risk, 
preferably in a mask and vaxed. 

Cute plague trends to keep on a soon-to-be post-
pandemic planet: Sanitizer everywhere, 6-ft personal 
space, masks are fashun too, stay cashless, delivery 
of everything, and working from home. Plus, let’s 
thank QR codes for making the comeback of the 
century. 

Stacked below are mostly offline, IRL happen-
ings in the HOTlanta — yes, we said it. Read on for 
the tea, sweet pandemic-surviving lil’ Bithkitz. 

TUESDAY, JUNE 1–     
THURSDAY, JUNE 13
Atlanta Virtual Fringe Fest — Still need online options? Fringe 
Fest 2021 is sticking with virtual performances, for those who 
still aren’t comfy in crowds. “Atlanta Virtual Fringe Festival 
is blasting artists from across the country directly into your 
living room June 1-13, featuring both live and pre-recorded 
performances, watch parties, interactive talkback sessions, cash prizes for artists, and as much Fringey feeling as we 
can stuff into your screens!” The line-up includes… “Trajectory Improv” presented by Trajectory (Decatur, GA), “The 
Couch Potato” presented by Literary Gumbo Players (Greensboro, NC), “Staged” presented by John Street Theatre 
Company (Cincinnati, OH), “Dawson’s Creek Live: A Tributary” presented by Non-Violet Offenders (Lawrenceville, 
GA), “Hot Lava!” presented by Pyroclastic Funk (Fairbanks, AK), “@PCP” presented by Phoebe Perry (Amsterdam, 
North Holland), “#CHARLOTTESVILLE” presented by The Abbey Theater of Dublin (Dublin, OH), “The Next Stage 
(the panic attack play)” presented by Coyle Street Productions (Brooklyn, NY), “Sexology: The Musical!” presented 
by Melanie Moseley (Portland, OR), “Beyond the Body” presented by Michelina Moen (Palm Coast, FL), “Prison 
Monologues, Pt. 1” presented by Merely Players Presents (Fayetteville, GA). Multishow passes and single tickets are 
now on sale. 

SUNDAY, JUNE 6
Chaka Khan Hacienda — She’s back every Sunday at 8Arm! DJ Qween Ree de la Vega blesses us with the brightest, 
most diverse, sparkly afternoon dance party on the BeltLine — and she calls it Chaka Khan Hacienda. Throw on your 
Sunday best, from gowns to thongs, and ride over to the newly renovated outdoor-parking-lot-turned-dance-floor 
at 8Arm for the afternoon’s best DJs, snax, drinks, and eye candy. 

Free, Every Sunday now through Labor Day, 5-10 p.m., 8Arm, 710 Ponce de Leon Ave. N.E.

Good Gracious All Vax Variety Show — This party at Waller’s Coffee Shop comes with an all-vaxed cast — and all 
attendees are required to be fully vaxed as well. Expect a classic variety show for the whole fam with music by Nikki 
& the Phantom Callers, spoken-word poetry by Jon Goode, comedy by Dad’s Garage Improv, and Michael Magno. 

“If you’re not into the vax thing, understood. This show is for VAX folks only, so I’d love to see your vax card at the 
show, or you can send me a pic (mine is attached). Hopefully, we can all beat this COVID thing real soon and get 
back to full-on open businesses, no fear, and a bright new day!” — — Boyd Baker, show organizer and host of the 
Good Gracious podcast. 

Tickets are $20 for this outdoor event, but seating is limited. The vibe at Waller’s is crunchy, with a local artists 
market daily and a killer outdoor, tree-covered area that reminds us more of coastal Mexico than Decatur, GA. 

$20, 4:30-6 p.m. Waller’s Coffee Shop, 240 DeKalb Industrial Way, Decatur.

MONDAY, JUNE 7– FRIDAY, JUNE 11
Staibdance presents (MC)2 – Moving Culture | Moving Community — MC2 Mission: An Atlanta-wide multicultural 
dance festival that seeks to unite our culturally rooted dance organizations under one roof via five days of classes, 
performances, and facilitated community conversations. “Our goal is to meet our community where they are, 
encourage new connections, and harvest inspiration from the diverse worlds that gather to reveal their dynamic 
stories.” — (MC)2

ATL-based Staibdance is gathering dynamic and powerful dance voices that contribute to Atlanta’s rich and diverse 
ecosystem. Staibdance will host community conversations and fill the East Point neighborhood with food trucks, 
gatherings at local restaurants, and good vibes. Here’s the line-up:

Giwayen Mata African Dance, Manga African Dance, Alma Mexicana Ballet Folklorico, CiCI Kelley – famed hip-hop 

choreographer and dancer, Sasikala Penumarthi – South Indian 
Dance – Emory Faculty, Atlanta Chinese Dance Company, Kumud 
Savla – North Indian Dance, Berdolé Flamenco with Julie Bagen-
stoss – Emory Faculty, Flamenco Underground, Lyrik London 
Los Angeles hip-hop choreographer and dancer, Xavier Lewis – 
composer and dancer.

Free, The Windmill Arts Center, 2823 Church St., East Point. 
staibdance.com

SATURDAY, JUNE 12
Outdoor Craft & Vintage Market & Movie Night — For its second 
Artist Market on The Lawn, Uptown Atlanta hosts an open-air 
art experience featuring approximately 40 craft, art, and vintage 
vendors from Atlanta and other parts of Georgia, curated by the 
Indie Craft Experience, or as we call it, ICE. Expect vegan-ish bites 
from Sunshine Alchemy food truck, and following the market, The 
Lawn will be transformed into an indie-themed movie night, and 
at dusk, The Perks of Being a Wallflower will be broadcast on a 
giant LED screen. BYO blankies, chairs, and comforts for your DIY 
socially distanced spaces. 

Tickets are FREE but reservations are required. In the instance of 
inclement weather, the market will be canceled by 5 p.m. the day 
prior to the event, and Uptown Atlanta will notify all registered 
attendees via email. Pros should take MARTA to Lindbergh Center 
Station. 

Free, reservations are required, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Free Movies on the Lawn 7 p.m. reservations are required, The 
Lawn at Uptown Atlanta, 2400 Garson Drive N.E. uptownatlanta.
com / indiecraftexperience.com

La Choloteca’s CHOLO MERCADO — “Bienvenidos a Cholo Mercado!” One of our fav ways to support the Latinx 
community in ATL. For this event think flea market with Latin and POC vendors and artists. 

From experience, we’ll tell you the DJs will be bumping, the energy will be high, and the food to die. White folx, 
your role is to shop and support with confidence knowing 100 percent of what you spend will stay in the vendors’ 
pockets. 

In their own words, “La Choloteca is an Atlanta Queer Latinx brand most known for our dance parties. We connect 
Latinx culture to social justice issues that directly impact their identities. We’ve recently launched a Gofundme with 
the goal of creating programming that will continue to help the Latinx community thrive and be empowered! We 
have always held social justice issues as a core value in La Choloteca and have proven that together we can have 
the capacity to build the future we need! Tu lucha es nuestrx lucha!”

3 p.m.-9 p.m., $5, outdoors for all ages, masks and temp checks required, limited to 100 guests. The Met, 680 
Murphy Ave. S.W. @LaCholoteca

FRIDAY, JUNE 18
Alley Cat Music presents:  Interlinked w/ Cristi Cons —“INTERLINKED is the union of Mind and Music. Man and 
Machine. Body and Soul.” — Alley Cat Music 

If you’ve missed house music as much as The Move has, this intimate party is a great way to dip back in. “Some of 
the biggest things come in small packages, prepare for an intimate night of pure musical bliss orchestrated by some 
of the best house and techno artists in the world.” Including DJs Cristi Cons, TOCAYO, and Jeremy Ismael. Bottle/
table service available if you fancy. Email: info@alleycatmusicclub.com. There is no VIP, y’all, and tickets are super 
limited. 

10 p.m.-LATE. 21-plus welcome w/ I.D., Paradise Loft, 383 Marietta St. N.W. www.alleycatmusic.club

SATURDAY, JUNE 19
Juneteenth Celebration of Freedom Festival — Head down to the culturally booming, historic city of East Point 
with the Atlanta NAACP. The Downtown Commons will host the parade at 11 a.m., festivities to follow with live 
music, food, and vendors till 7 p.m. Know a talented kid? To participate in the youth talent show, email vp2@
naacpatlanta.org or call 404-524-0580.

Free, 11 a.m.-7 p.m., Downtown Commons, 2757 East Point St., East Point.

TUESDAY, JUNE 22
SUSTO with Rose Hotel, City Winery, two shows — The psychedelic funk sound of SUSTO returns to Atlanta for two 
shows, Tuesday, June 22.

OG Atlantan, Rose Hotel, starts the flow and will then sit in with SUSTO. The band, which hails from North Charles-
ton, South Carolina, was scheduled to play Terminal West in March, 2020. Then this little thang called a pandemic 
happened.

THE MOVE: Plan Accordingly.

OUTDOOR PARTY TIME: Young Atlanta drag stars Orchid and Brigitte 
Bidet posing in their Sunday best while bookending partygoers at the 
BeltLine’s best weekly dance party, Chaka Khan Hacienda, returning to 
8Arm June 6.

EMA CARR

Hey, y’all! What’s the move?

NEWS

See The Move p.20

LAUREN KEATING

H
IP-HOP HOMECOMING: 
Atlanta rappers Young Thug and 
Gunna are putting their money 
where their mouths are — by post-

ing bond for 30 inmates at Fulton County Jail.

YSL Records released exclusive video of 
dozens of inmates joyously exiting the jail 
and reconnecting with their families, includ-
ing an emotional reunion between a father 
and son.

Young Thug said, “We just woke up and 
went to the jail with the lawyer and … got as 
many people as we [could] out.”

“You never know what someone has 
been through,” Gunna tells WSB-TV Atlanta. 
“There was people sitting out three or four 
years and couldn’t get out on a bond. If they 
did the crime, then they can do the time, then 
it’s all right. But it’s like, you’re giving them a 
bond higher than what they [allegedly] stole.”

If you’ve never been to Fulton County Jail, 
the conditions are notoriously overcrowded, 
unsanitary, and beyond miserable. Fulton 
County Jail has been the subject of numerous 
lawsuits and investigations into its reportedly 
unsafe conditions.

Here’s a hat tip to Young Thug and Gunna. 
Well done.

SLEEPLESS IN VINE CITY: People in 
the Vine City neighborhood are fed up, furi-
ous — and extremely sleep-deprived — over a 
pop-up tented nightclub that’s allegedly blar-
ing music way, way later than the law allows. 
It’s called “Dome in the City.”

One man says the nightclub’s booming 
music didn’t stop till nearly sunrise, and 
people are complaining as far away as Castle-
berry Hill  — one mile from the massive, 
temporary, tented nightclub. “It’s no sleep,” he 
says. “You can’t sleep, with that type of noise.”

One woman says most of her Saturday 
night was spent staring at her bedroom ceil-
ing, hoping the noise and shaking would 
stop. “I have a white noise machine. I have 
earplugs, and my entire bed was vibrating 
and my pillow. My dog was barking,” she 
tells Fox5Atlanta. The same woman says 
she’s lived in Vine City near Downtown and 
the stadium for about a decade, and she’s OK 
with the typical, noisy sounds of city living, 
crowds, and special events — but this is a 
whole different noise level.

Neighbors in Vine City say they’ve 
reached out to the nightclub owners, who did 
not respond to their noise complaints. The 
woman said she did get an automatic, slap-
in-the-face message: “I immediately got a text 
that requested I go to their website to reserve 
a VIP table,” she said, laughing. “Which of 
course, I was not interested in.”

The man says: “They need to do some-
thing in the facility that’s going to cut down, 
dramatically reduce the loudness and thump-
ing of the music. Because of the type of 
structure it is — a tent — I really don’t see 
what they could do to reduce that, other than 
pack up and leave.“

THE STICKING-IT-TO-THE MAN 
AWARD: This spring, a suburban Atlanta 
barbecue restaurant owner gets $1.7 million 
dollars to settle his federal lawsuit claiming 
harassment by a Stockbridge city councilman, 
which started with a dispute over a $60 res-
taurant tab.

Georgia Championship Barbeque Com-
pany owner Arick Whitson says in May 2016, 
Stockbridge City Councilman Elton Alexan-
der visited his restaurant and asked him if 
he wanted to “do business with the city.” The 
restaurant owner replied yes, and Council-
man Alexander ordered $60 worth of food.

When the councilman was asked to pay 
his food tab, he allegedly said, “I thought you 
wanted to do business with the city” — and 
left without paying, according to the Associ-
ated Press.

The restaurant owner said after the inci-
dent, code enforcement officials started visit-
ing his restaurant on a frequent basis. Also, 
the owner said he had trouble getting a liquor 
license and a sign permit. Plus, he claims 
Councilman Alexander falsely accused him 
of being a sex offender, according to the AP. 
Whitson filed an ethics complaint in 2017, 
which he says only ramped up the council-
man’s attacks on him.

Councilman Alexander was appointed 
the “mayor pro tem” (or vice mayor) of Stock-
bridge in January 2021, after nominating 
himself. According to the city of Stockbridge’s 
website, Alexander “began his career as a res-
taurant manager before moving into the food 
safety management field.“

The city of Stockbridge’s insurer will pay 
the $1.7 million dollars. Alexander has denied 
the claims — and the city of Stockbridge is 

not admitting wrongdoing. 

EXTREME SICKOS IN FLOYD 
COUNTY, GA: Gruesome details are emerg-
ing about an alleged neo-Nazi terror cell that 
met near Rome, Georgia. They are reportedly 
members of a white supremacist group called 
the Base, which aims for the violent over-
throw of Western society.

Two men in their early 20s — one from 
Austin, Texas, the other from Alabama — are 
charged with animal cruelty related to the 
alleged theft and ritual beheading of a ram or 
goat on Halloween 2019 near Rome, Georgia, 
according to an indictment recently handed 
down by a grand jury in spring 2021.

The two men join six other men believed 
to have come to an isolated property, where 
an undercover officer says they shot guns, 
took drugs, and “planned for a race war as 
part of the white supremacist group known 
as the Base,” according to the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution. The goat or ram was allegedly 
swiped from a nearby property and killed 
in a ritual sacrifice. An assistant district at-
torney said the animal was killed in a “Norse-
pagan ritual” in which the participants drank 
its blood and posed for photos with its sev-
ered head.

Three Georgia men — ages 26, 22, and 
20 — were arrested as part of the alleged 
conspiracy. Prosecutors say the 22-year-old’s 
home near Rome was used as the locale for 
the meeting. The three men are facing animal 
cruelty charges, along with charges of con-
spiracy to commit arson, home invasion, and 
murder.

Authorities describe the men as a group 
that planned to kill a Bartow County couple 
they suspected of being anti-fascist activists. 
Group members were arrested before they 
could carry out the alleged murder plot, as 
part of an undercover investigation.

The AJC reports: “The Base was founded 
in 2018 as a far-right, paramilitary organiza-
tion that sought the creation of a white eth-
no-state. An investigation by The Guardian 
newspaper in 2020 revealed the Base’s leader 
to be Rinaldo Nazzaro, an American expatri-
ate living in St. Petersburg, Russia.”

ASSHOLE RAISING CANE: A Georgia 
Purple Heart veteran wants her stolen — and 
very unique — walking cane returned, no 
questions asked. Retired Army Sergeant 
Kendra Lou Pieper stopped at a Chevron in 

Newborn, Georgia, to fill up her car with 
gas. Then, she spotted an acquaintance and 
they chatted for a few minutes. Afterward, 
she drove away in her pickup truck. About 
25 minutes later, she realized she’d left her 
beloved walking cane leaning against the gas 
pump.

Piper explained the incident on Facebook: 
“I laid my cane against the pump while I 
was pumping gas, and drove off without it…. 
Dustin (her fiancé) went back to get it. Need-
less to say, they reviewed the security camer-
as, and someone in a white Suburban pulled 
up after me and took it. And the camera did 
not pick up their tags.”

Here’s why Pieper’s cane is one-of-a-kind: 
She lost part of her left leg (from the knee 
down) in Afghanistan when an IED embed-
ded in a building blew up. The AJC reports, 
“The wooden cane is adorned not just with 
Pieper’s name and rank, but several of the 
medals she earned for her service, including 
her Purple Heart, combat action badge, and 
crossed pistols insignia.” The cane handle is a 
carved eagle’s head.

Pieper wrote about her stolen cane on 
Facebook, and the response was amazing. 
Her post has been shared more than 650,000 
times. The New York Post even wrote a 
story about Pieper’s cane plight. The Newton 
County Sheriff’s Office has opened an inves-
tigation.

“Everyone understood that (the cane) 
wasn’t worth money, you can’t sell it,” Pieper 
told the AJC. “But you know, the meaning 
that’s carried behind it — everybody seemed 
to understand that it told my story without 
me having to say anything.” 

It gets worse: Someone created a fake In-
stagram account, posing as Pieper and using 
her info — and asked people for money dona-
tions to buy her a new walking cane. Pieper 
is disgusted by that move: “I have not, and 
will not ever ask for money to replace it. It 
was very sentimental to me,” she wrote. 

So far, the war veteran’s walking cane 
hasn’t been returned. C’mon, asshole cane 
thief, return it to Sgt. Pieper right now.        
—CL— 

The Blotter Diva compiles reports from 
the Atlanta Police Department and local news 
reports — and puts them into her own words.

THE BLOTTER: Hip-Hop homecoming
And other tales of life in the ATL

NEWS
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BUY TICKETS:

ASO.ORG
TICKETMASTER.COM

NOV
14
SUN

DEC
28

OCT
29/30
FRI/SAT

NOV
26/27
FRI/SAT

FEB
18/19
FRI/SAT: 2022

PRESENTATION LICENSED BY

CONDUCTOR: LAWRENCE LOH 

MUSIC, LYRICS & SCORE
by DANNY ELFMAN

2ND SHOW
ADDED

IN-PERSON
CONCERTS

JUN
26
SAT

The same
great ‘Loafing’
content,
now delivered
straight to
your ears!

HOW TO LISTEN IN:

> Go to CL Radio on
creativeloafing.com

> Subscribe to
“Creative Loafing Atlanta” 
on Apple podcasts

> Search for “Creative
Loafing Atlanta” on 
SoundCloud, or where
you get your podcasts

P
O
D
C
A
S
T
S

GOING OUT?
WE KNOW

WHERE TO EAT
IN ATLANTA

CHECK OUT
www.CreativeLoafing.com
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CLIFF BOSTOCK

I
f you’re re-emerging from the misery of home cooking and 
looking for a unique lunch spot in Midtown, head to El 
Viñedo Local, a South American café that opened just in 
time to be hobbled by the Pandemic Royale. I’ve only made 

it there once, but three friends at my table provided a broad 
enough sampling to crave more of the savory flavors that Chef 
Bruno Vergara, a native of Uruguay, is concocting. 

El Viñedo, open now only for breakfast and lunch, plans to 
expand its hours to include dinner. It is located in Circa 730, 
one of those millennial workday beehives where tenants brain-
storm, hit the onsite gym, and probably oil up with CBD sun-
block while lounging in the genuinely cool curvy wood swings 
out front. This ethos of togetherness extends to El Viñedo’s 
interior where the main seating is communal, but there’s a large 
patio where you can choose your view. I picked the Lutheran 
Church of the Redeemer across the street. It’s all pleasant, seri-
ously.

Owner Robert Kaster, who has 20 years experience in the 
food and beverage industry, envisioned El Viñedo as a bar 
focusing on South American wines. That’s obvious, given that 
the name means “the local vineyard,” but the café also features 
bracing coffees made with organic, fair-trade beans roasted 
by Café Campesino in Americus, Georgia. A double-shot of 
espresso with enough crema to make chapstick unnecessary 
concluded my meal.

Most of the dishes at El Viñedo aren’t new to the city, but 
I’d venture that most are prepared with more finesse. The 
menu includes empanadas, arepas, sandwiches, ceviche, plates, 
and sides. I loved my empanada criolla, which was filled with 
finely chopped beef, green olives, and boiled eggs. The filling 
rocked, but what made this and other empanadas unique was 
the stellar, comparatively thick, slightly crumbly pastry shell. 
Other fillings include braised chicken, spinach and mushrooms 
tossed in béchamel, and ham and mozzarella. All also include 
the queso fresco that Latin Americans love.

We also sampled a plate of fried fish with tartar sauce and 

lots of lime slices. The super-crispy chunks of 
fish were topped with a Peruvian-style salad of 
sliced red onions and cabbage. This same salad 
or a derivative was on just about everything we 
ordered. Other plates include the classic pabel-
lon — steak with fried plantains, black beans, 
cilantro, and rice with salsa rozada. El Viñedo 
offers chicken as a substitute for beef.

The pabellon is also available served on an 
arepa. Here, my enthusiasm waned a bit. One 
of my favorite dining spots is Arepa Mia in 
Decatur, and my go-to there is the pabellon. An 
arepa is basically a big crunchy biscuit made 
with cornmeal, split open and filled with good-
ies. The version at El Viñedo was a bit thick 
for my taste, and the filling’s beef was not the 
juicy shredded variety that I love at Arepa Mia. 
As such, the arepa itself and the fried sweet 
plantains didn’t get the lubrication they needed 
for a good marriage, even with the black beans 
and queso fresco. I have no idea of the degree 
to which this might be a regional difference. It’s 
not bad. It’s just not what I expected. You can also get arepas 
filled with chicken and, um, Duke’s mayo, or vegetables.

Arguably the best dish on our table was the ceviche made 
with sliced poached Georgia shrimp (okay, it was cooked) with 
avocado puree, cilantro, and Meyer lemon oil. It was heaped 
with the onion salad. The serving is perfect for anorexics but 
the rest of us can order it as a starter or double, maybe triple, 
the portion. It’s not that it’s a terribly small portion; it’s just 
so good. Or maybe you could double-up on the fried plantain 
chips that come with it.

We didn’t try any of the three sandwiches. The Choripan 
has become a thing around town, so I’m on a break. It’s grilled 
Argentinian chorizo layered with butter lettuce, tomatoes, 
chimichurri, and more Duke’s mayo. The fried fish is also avail-
able as a sandwich. The only side we tried was the freshly fried 
yucca with the zippy salsa rozada. The people around town 

who serve cold fried yucca need to be imprisoned.

Hours here for the present are 7-10:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.-3 
p.m., weekdays only. Breakfast is a few empanadas, pastries, 
and egg dishes. You might call to see if dinner has begun. 

LET’S GO TO THE KRYSTAL: It’s been a year since we all 
thanked Jesus on learning that bankruptcy would not be clos-
ing Dunwoody-based Krystal’s 300 locations. Unfortunately, 
the new owners have not as yet brought back the $7.99 all-
you-can-eat special, probably because the dining rooms are still 
closed and the takeout windows are not built for plunging gi-
gantic loads of meat slivers and steamed buns down the throats 
of the indiscriminate.

I was 15 when I ate my first Krystal. My friend Norman 
bribed me to take the bus to downtown Atlanta with him by 
offering a free meal at this burger joint he loved. I admit I was 
repulsed and caused someone behind the counter to screech 
threats to call the police when I threw the red basket in which 
the Krystals were served in the garbage. Yes, I exhibited bad 
etiquette at a Krystal. I thought it was disposable, bitch! In my 
mid-20s, I lived in Augusta. On many nights I partied at the 
Peacock Lounge with a friend whose speech therapy was de-
stroyed when he got drunk. “Kriff, wet’s go to da Kritchal!” he’d 
say as we left the club. We did. I hated the food but I loved the 
late-night weirdness. 

When I moved home to Atlanta, Krystal became a true 
marker of the luxe real estate I occupied. In the late ‘70s, I lived 
a block from the Krystal on Peachtree in Midtown where all 
the trans hookers hung out. I loved hanging with the girls, but 
I couldn’t eat the stuff. In 1982, after being escorted to an AA 
meeting by a cop, I ended up renting an apartment directly 
behind the Krystal on Ponce de Leon. Homeless people for-
aged in the dumpster there and frequently brought the bounty 
across the parking lot to eat in my junked car. I never ate there. 
Honestly, the only time I enthusiastically ate Krystals was after 
nights in places where every desire of the human body was 

GRAZING: Hell ain’t a bad place to be
Lunch at El Viñedo Local, dinner from Krystal, lecturing cheap tippers, exploring new foodie media

FOOD

CLIFF BOSTOCK

CLIFF BOSTOCK

CLIFF BOSTOCK

NOT A CRAB: It’s a perfect empanada from El Viñedo Local. This is 
the Uruguayan Criolla filled with minced beef, green olives, and 
boiled eggs. There are three other varieties.

THE TABLE’S BEST: Ceviche made with poached Georgia 
shrimp, avocado puree, meyer lemon oil, and cilantro, 
served with fried green plantain chips. 

THE TABLE’S SECOND-BEST: Fried fish with “salsa 
tartara” and the ubiquitous salad of red onions and 
cabbage.

completely degraded.

But last month, after I proved I could actually love hot 
dogs after a lifetime of avoiding them, I decided I should give 
Krystal a try after a very long time. I was partly incentivized, 
too, by the absurdly low cost of the tiny square oddities. If 
you’ve resumed dining out, you’ve probably noticed that prices 
have increased dramatically at many restaurants. Krystal was 
actually founded during the Depression in Chattanooga as a 
knockoff of the Midwestern chain, White Castle. The idea was 
and remains explicitly to provide super-cheap eats. Of course, 
it doesn’t take long to figure out that you have to eat a ton of 
Krystals to equal a regular burger’s meat content, but you are 
supposed to fill up on the buns. It’s kind of like going to an 
Ethiopian restaurant and having the spongy injera bread ex-
pand in your stomach before you complain about the skimpy 
portion of stew on the table. 

I drove to the Krystal on Moreland Avenue, expecting to 
dine in and soak up the atmosphere, but business was lim-
ited to the takeout window, and during the eternity it took to 
decipher the menu, order, and drive away, I didn’t see a single 
other car arrive. I did not know the chain had expanded to 
chicken and hot dogs, but I was only interested in the burger 
patties that are blotted with mustard and layered with a pickle 
slice between the “famous steamed bun.” Diced onions, which 
used to be inevitable, apparently no longer are. There were 
none on our burgers. I ordered the queasily named “sackful 
with cheese” — 12 burgers with American cheese for $12.49. I 
added tots and fries at $2.29 each. Yes, I ate six Krystals with 
little difficulty and really found them less disgusting than pa-
thetic. The only flavor was in the pickle and mustard. I added 
some real mustard, which was a mistake because it deprived 
the Krystal of the kind of affection we have for, say, mangy 
stray dogs that lick our faces and beg to bring their worms and 
fleas home with us.

JUST SAYING: If you have resumed eating out at places be-
side Krystal, you have noticed that  prices really have increased 
significantly at many restaurants. You would expect increases 
after a year in any case, but the pandemic has aggravated the 
situation. You can’t peruse an industry publication without 
reading how restaurants are finding it almost impossible to 
find staff. It’s partly because some would-be employees prob-
ably still prefer to avoid contracting COVID, but the stunningly 
low pay is the big issue outside fine-dining venues. That in 
turn makes it hard for restaurants to operate at anything close 
to full capacity, and that drives prices up. 

As long as I’ve been writing about restaurants, I’ve been 
astounded at the stingy attitudes of people about tipping. 
Last month, I went to a restaurant with two very comfortable 
friends. On the way, we were talking about tipping, and I said 
that I never tip less than 20 percent after taxes. One of my 
friends wrapped up the attitude of Marie-Antoinette’s heirs: “I 
am not paying someone 20 percent to hand me a sandwich.” I 
explained that the tips are shared, that servers are often paid 
barely better than minimum wage. He repeated his declama-
tion. We ordered our sandwiches at the counter and took a seat 
on the patio. I asked Marie if he had left a tip. He said no. I told 
them both to look at their receipts. The restaurant had added a 
20-percent tip to each bill. That is the right thing to do, at least 
until wages increase to the point you don’t have to live under 
a bridge to work for a restaurant, and that, Marie, is not an un-
common situation.

MEDIA: I’m always behind and only just learned that Jen-
nifer Zyman, our former dining critic, is producing a podcast, 
“The Food that Binds.” I asked Jennifer for a quick description: 

“As a food writer and restaurant critic, my work was always 
focused on the how of food, but the why has always interested 
me. There are so many different relationships — good and bad 
— within the food space, hence the title ‘The Food that Binds.’ 
So many people in the culinary space have fascinating stories, 
and I wanted to explore it all, whether it is a chef with body 
image issues to how diners are interacting with restaurants 
post-COVID to the power of mutual aid.”

Her first episode is a fascinating conversation in which 
Chef Kevin Gillespie and Jennifer discuss body image and 
their own issues with it. I have to say one “positive” result 
of the pandemic seems to be that, in the absence of epidemic 
restaurant reviewing, food writers have been compelled to 
take a deeper dive, and Jennifer is doing that. You can find the 
podcast on the usual platforms or check out Jennifer’s website, 
where she also archives her writing for Atlanta Magazine and 
other publications: jenniferzyman.com.

One of our city’s long-lost geniuses, Paul Luna, has also 
launched an online media program, accessible on Facebook as 
Lunacy.TV and on YouTube under his name, Chef Paul Luna. 
It’s brief interviews, mainly with people from the Atlanta 
restaurant scene. Paul resides in Switzerland now, so he is at 
a safe distance if he asks any impertinent questions. The inter-
views (minus one) are all entertaining and under 10 minutes. 

Thank you, Jennifer and Paul, for inviting me on your 
programs, but ever since my on-air battle at WGST with Sean 
Hannity, the worst person on earth before Tucker Carlson was 
invented, I have studiously avoided interviews. —CL—

El Viñedo Local, 730 Peachtree St. N.E., 404-596-8239, el-
vinedolocal.com

Krystal, 415 Moreland Ave. S.E., 404-524-3616, krystal.com

CLIFF BOSTOCK

CLIFF BOSTOCK
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CLIFF BOSTOCK

EAT IT, MOFO: It’s Puerto Rico’s favorite, mofongo, 
at La Cubana in Marietta. While I found this dish 
delicious, I wasn’t much impressed with the Cuban 
sandwich whose pork was a shredded, dried mess. 
The ham and cheese were glued together in a small 
triangle and fell out of the roll. My friends loved 
their sandwiches it but they weren’t married to a 
Cuban woman a century ago. By the way, the best 
Cuban sandwich I’ve had since the pandemic hit is the 
Wednesday special at Woods Chapel. It’s pricey but 
it’s huge — quite enough for two lunches.

ISN’T THAT SPECIAL?: You and one other can eat 12 
cheese Krystals, one order of fries, and one order 
of tots for less than $19. Never mind that you’ll be 
eating the equivalent of one measly real burger. 

HOT DOG FOOTNOTE: Last month, a friend chastised me 
for not including the hot dogs from Spotted Trotter 
in my round-up. As I explained, it wasn’t appropriate 
since I was writing about restaurant dogs and nobody 
I visited was serving them. So, I cooked up a package 
in a cast-iron skillet and served them on toasted 
buns with sauerkraut, mustard, and hot peppers. 
No. The hot dogs from Fripper’s, which I ate at 
Little’s and Screamin’ Weenies had better flavor. I’m 
comparing chef-prepared hot dogs to those cooked by 
an idiot, me, but, still....

BEAUTY AND THE SLIMY BEAST: When I was a kid, there 
was always that time between coming home from school 
and the start of cocktail hour. My mother threw diced 
jalapenos into Mrs. Kinser’s pimento cheese spread  
and dumped Fritos and saltines on the side. Perfect 
snack for watching American Bandstand. Nostalgia led 
me back to that recently. I’ve been buying Kroger’s 
cheap pimento cheese. It tasted fine but I looked 
at the contents label and had an oh-no moment that 
led me to buy a container of this authentic Palmetto 
Cheese brand. It’s so repulsively sticky-thick with 
shredded grade-school cheddar cheese the color of 
years-old candy corn, you can’t do anything with it 
unless you zap it in the microwave. On the other 
hand,  these surrogate Fritos — Organic Elote Corn 
Chip Dippers from Trader Joe’s — are the best crack 
I’ve ingested in a long time. They are salty and 
really do evoke the elote of Mexican street vendors. 
I buy about six bags a month. Be sure you buy the 
elote-seasoned ones. The regulars do indeed taste like 
greasy old Fritos. 
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KEVIN C. MADIGAN

P
rolific Atlanta musician Tammy 
Hurt, who refers to herself as a 
“mad consumer of music,” will 
debut her new electronic project, 

Sonic Rebel, with a live performance at 
Smith’s Olde Bar on Thursday, June 24. 

Hurt describes Sonic Rebel as a mashup 
of influences: “Rage Against the Machine, 
the Chemical Brothers, and OutKast com-
bined with a lifetime of live music experi-
ences.”

“Most of my life I’ve spent being a side 
man,” Hurt says. “I had to wait for someone 
to ask me to play or do a session with them, 
and now it’s just me with my Roland SPD 
SX (a percussive sampling pad) that I trigger 
with my tracks. It’s great to play on stage 
with a band, but it’s also really nice to not 
have to depend on anyone to do what I do.”

The stalwart drummer has been playing 
all over town for years with acts such as In-
digo Girls, Michelle Malone, Minority Rules, 
Van Hunt, and Wendy Bucklew, and has 
worked with producers Brendan O’Brien and 
Nick DiDia. Right out of college she joined 
a folky acoustic group called the Fabulous 
Scallion Sisters, featuring DeDe Vogt, which 
mutated into Paper Dolls, a rock band that 
“went in a little bit more of a commercial di-
rection” and made an album for Sky Records. 
“It was an incredible run,” she says of her 
time with the two bands, both of which had 
considerable followings in Atlanta and the 
Southeast. 

Sonic Rebel’s new five-track EP, We 
Made This With Our Hands, will form part 
of the set at Smith’s. A single and video of 
the track, “This Vibe,” came out in early 
May. The recording took place at the Big 
Trouble Studio in Little Five Points with the 
assistance of Grouplove’s Dan Gleason and 
Ben Homola, engineer and programmer TJ 
Elias (Mastodon, Thievery Corporation), and 
multi-instrumentalist Kevin Spencer. The 
recording was mastered by Grammy nominee 
Michael Romanowski.

“I wanted to create original tracks to stand 
on their own, and I also wanted to use those 
tracks as music beds for mashups,” says Hurt. 
“I’ve been a lover of rock and roll all my life, 
but as I’ve grown up I’ve been digging into 
new styles of music, and I always thought that 
some of this music I was hearing, that I really 
loved, could use some live drums.” 

Why choose the title “We Made This With 
Our Hands” for the EP? “I had an idea stylisti-
cally of what I wanted to create — the beats 
per minute and the energy level of each track 
— so we started with the drum grooves and 
recorded the drum tracks first,” Hurt says. “TJ 
(Elias) was behind the console, and Ben (Ho-
mola) was working with a modular synth, so 
he was creating sounds, samples, and different 
treatments on the spot. I remember watch-
ing Ben make these sounds with his hands, 
literally twisting and turning knobs to have 

different output, and I thought, ‘That’s it, that’s 
exactly the name for it.’ All those sounds 
came from people. They were not created by 
preconceived, pre-programmed samples in the 
studio. It was something completely original.”

Dolby Atmos versions of all five tracks on 
the EP will be released “for a more immersive 
sonic experience,” according to a press release 
issued by Hurt. Dolby Atmos is a technol-
ogy that allows sounds to be interpreted as 
three-dimensional objects, letting musicians 

place each voice, instrument, or sound in its 
own space. Other plans for the tracks call 
for “drummer play-alongs, stems for DJs to 
incorporate into their sets, and sample packs 
for music creators.” An Atmos studio of her 
own in Atlanta is in the planning stages. In 
the meantime, Hurt will share her music via 
livestreams.

Hurt adds, “The crazy thing is that the 
Dolby Atmos immersive mixes that are cur-
rently at Amazon Music Ultra HD and TIDAL 
HiFi are far outperforming the stereo mixes 
on Apple and Spotify. If you have a home 
theater with a soundbar that’s Atmos capable, 
it makes what you’re listening to multidimen-
sional.” 

Hurt is encouraging remixes. “Other 
people can take what we’ve created and utilize 
it in their productions. There’s an opportunity 
for licensing these tracks; there’s an opportu-
nity to play them live, and there’s an opportu-
nity to collaborate — the project was intended 
to be collaborative.”

It was Hurt’s mother who first exposed 
her to music at a young age. Susan Kelly was 
a keyboard player in an all-girl cover band 
called The Body Shop “that played every 
standard and cover you can think of in the 
late ’60s and early ’70s. The moms were in the 
band because the dads were in a men’s civic 
group called the Jaycees. The women could 
attend the Jaycees’ convention as long as they 
provided the entertainment.” 

Hurt had an epiphany when she got to see 
The Body Shop rehearsing in the basement 
of the family home. “The kids of the moms 
would hang out upstairs usually with the 
babysitter. One fateful day we were allowed 
to go down and see them. If you can imagine 
four-, five-, and six-year-olds around musical 
equipment ... I saw the drums, and that was it 
for me. If I could recreate it, spotlights would 
shine right down on the drum kit. There was 
never another choice.”

She moved to Atlanta as a 10-year-old 
with her single mother and sister and at-
tended Joseph Wheeler High School in Mari-
etta. She graduated from Presbyterian College 
in Clinton, South Carolina, with a bachelor’s 
degree in business administration.

“I remember my mother going for a job 
interview at Alex Cooley’s Electric Ballroom,” 
Hurt recalls, “and she got the gig, working 
with the quintessential, iconic bands of the 
’70s and ’80s that came through. My sister 

A ‘Sonic Rebel’ as well as an industry powerhouse

BACK IN THE SADDLE: The drummer where she’s most comfortable — behind her kit!

KUNTA KINTE MEDIA

Tammy Hurt debuts her new music project with a live show and a new EP

MUSIC

REXWAY

PASSION AND PERSISTENCE: Tammy Hurt.

and I basically grew up backstage, and there 
were always two rules when we went to work 
with mom: Number one, stay out of the way. 
Number two, don’t get on the bus!”

She added, “Music was part of my mom’s 
history with her family and my history with 
my mom. I got my passion from my mom but 
my sheer will and determination from my fa-
ther. He always taught me to keep my nose to 
the grindstone, and I never let up. Music has 
been a huge part of my life ever since then.” 

Indeed it has. On top of being a work-
ing musician, Hurt — who says she tends to 
compartmentalize her world behind either 
a recording console or a desk — is deeply 
involved as an executive in the music indus-
try, with strong ties to several organizations. 
Among them is a company called Placement 
Music that provides customized music, scor-
ing, and post-audio for various media such 
as CBS, Paramount Pictures, HBO, MTV, 
NASCAR, Lifetime, SONY, and the NFL. Film 
and TV credits include “True Blood,” “Dexter,” 
“Drop Dead Diva,” and “Mean Girls 2.” The 
outfit was also commissioned to create an 
original, custom theme for a podcast called 
The Friendzy, hosted by Jenn Hobby and Me-
lissa Carter. The track was composed by Mark 
Dannells of Yacht Rock Revue.

“It’s a company that I’ve poured my heart 
and soul into,” Hurt says. “We had out-of-the-
gate success when we got commissioned by 
Fox Sports to do a full orchestral score to kick 
off the Super Bowl. To make sure it wasn’t a 
fluke, they came back and asked us to do it 
again (the following year).”

Another active endeavor is the Recording 
Academy, where she serves as vice-chair on 
the board of trustees and co-chair of the na-
tional membership committee. Hurt and other 
Academy leaders recently recorded a new ver-
sion of John Prine’s “Angel from Montgomery” 
that was released on May 25 in 81 countries, 
with all proceeds supporting the MusiCares® 
COVID-19 Relief Fund.

Hurt says her job at the Academy is to 
build bridges and open doors. “Finally we 
have our foot on the gas to diversify our 
membership and make sure the Academy is 
equitable for all people. I’m committed to cre-
ating a more diverse and inclusive member-
ship body representative of all genders, races, 
ages, national origins, sexual orientations, and 
beyond.” Hurt’s work earned her a spot on 
Billboard magazine’s Pride List for 2020. What 
does this accolade mean to her? “It’s impor-
tant to me to advocate on behalf of all of the 
LGBTQ+ community, to ensure we are well 
represented, and that our voices are heard.” 

Further recognition includes two Telly 
Awards, Catalyst Magazine’s Top 25 Entre-
preneurs and Ones to Watch Award, and 
more recently, an Emmy nomination for her 
production work on “The ASO Plays On.” 

The hour-long documentary focuses on how 
the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra adjusted to 
continue working during the pandemic. “I had 
always wanted to work with them, and I had 
hoped to land a project where I could record 
the score for some big feature film,” she says. 
“When the pandemic hit, they said, ‘We would 
love to talk to you about creating a feature 
about the symphony and what we’ve been 
doing,’ because they really innovated during 
that time. And I commend them — because 
so many of the professional orchestras shut-
tered, but the ASO reinvented themselves and 
figured out a way to do things.”

Hurt has also spent seven years pioneering 
a campaign to create and pass Georgia’s first 
music tax incentive, the Georgia Music Invest-
ment Act, which she calls “a passion project.” 
An organization she co-founded, Georgia 
Music Partners, is behind it, and the intention 
is to do for music what the film incentive has 
done for movies and television in the state. 

“We live in a city and a state where we are 
cranking out feature films and TV shows,” 
Hurt says. “The video game industry here is 
off the chain; we have incredible advertising 
agencies here; we’re creating such amazing 
content and from my perspective, music is 
a part of all those things. I believe that if we 
intentionally connect the dots, we can become 

a full entertainment hub. There’s a little bit of 
that happening right now, but it’s a tremen-
dous opportunity to grow an industry that is 
already very successful, and if we collaborate 
and aggregate all our resources, I truly believe 
we can be the epicenter of production.” 

Georgia Music Partners is behind a move 
to bring the Grammy Museum and its edu-
cation programs to Georgia. The effort is a 
collaboration between the City of Atlanta, 
Fulton County, the State of Georgia, and 
the Grammy Museum Foundation. It would 
provide 300 days of music education annu-
ally and create opportunities for workforce 
development, says Hurt. “It helps to not only 
unify our community, but also helps to unify 
the business sectors (in order to) fully real-
ize the depth of the talent here in Georgia.” 
Hurt cites the existence of 48 music programs 
in post-secondary schools in the state and a 
doctorate of music technology degree offered 
by Georgia Tech. “We do a great job of creat-
ing this work force, but we need to keep them 
here. We want to bring the economic develop-
ment piece full circle so that — like music cit-
ies such as Nashville and Austin do — we can 
educate students and have them work right 
here in their own communities.” 

At her Smith’s Olde Bar showcase, Hurt 
will have a couple of “very special guests” 

still to be determined. “Then I’ll get on and 
play my set alone with my Roland, and then 
play a set with Chozen, a great DJ who blends 
genres together beautifully. He and I have cu-
rated a genre-fluid set together.” Smith’s is like 
a second home to Hurt, she claims. There is 
a plate with her name on it on a wall, as well 
as a poster from one of her old bands, and she 
has known owner Dan Nolen and his former 
business partner Mike Reeves since she was 
“knee-high to a kick drum.” “I’m thrilled to 
be playing Smith’s and to finally be bringing 
out Sonic Rebel live,” she says, “because that 
was always what this project was to be — a 
project that people could consume in a live 
setting.”

Hurt adds, “There’s no other place that I 
would rather be than behind my drum kit on 
a stage in a room full of people. It’s truly an 
opportunity to be 100 percent my authentic 
self. It all started when I was four years old 
when I saw that drum kit, and I have had 
the same love all these years since then. I’ve 
been patiently waiting to do this, and it’s right 
around the corner. Where else can you go 
into a room with 200 or a thousand people 
you don’t know and share this great unifying 
music that we all love?” —CL —

Sonic Rebel, Thursday, June 24, at Smith’s 
Olde Bar, 1578 Piedmont Ave., Atlanta, 30324

GEORGIA RHYTHM: Ahead of the passage of HB155, the Georgia Music Investment Act, Georgia Music Partners commissioned Atlanta 
artist R.Land to create artwork that brought together the state’s vast array of musical innovators, which was presented to 
then-governor Nathan Deal. From left: John Driskell Hopkins, Tammy Hurt, Mala Sharma, Deal, Michele Caplinger, and Ed Roland.

GEORGIA LEGISLATURE
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A
tlanta is way past due. It has been far 
too long since a young Atlanta blues 
player made noise on the national 
and international stage with a well-

distributed, high-profile album. Sean Costello 
was the last, local standard bearer — and that 
was over two decades ago.

Local blues enthusiasts may now cheer 
on Eddie 9V (Brooks Mason to his family), 
one of our own, for Little Black Flies. It’s the 
25-year-old singer/songwriter/guitarist’s new 
Ruf label debut, his third CD overall, and a 
major commercial step into the competitive 
world of electric blues. Eddie has been at it 
for years, plugging away at both his indie rock 
band PREACHERVAN and the 9V project 
simultaneously. But with the release of Little 
Black Flies now a reality, he has jumped into 
the blues pool with both feet while he con-
tinues to concentrate on honing his sizzling 
guitar skills and animated live shows in the 
roots field.

Readers of this column will remember the 
Eddie 9V feature that appeared in May 2020’s 
Creative Loafing. That piece covered his back-
ground, influences, and his first studio set, 
2019’s Left My Soul in Memphis, which he 
followed with 2020’s live Way Down the Al-
ley. Catching up with the guitarist this time, 
it was to get the update on a year unlike any 
other — certainly the kind most players only 
dream of — that is, how his Ruf label deal 
came about, what he was aiming for musically 
while recording this third album, and what 
he’s looking forward to as he embarks on a 
journey that will take him to Europe in an ef-
fort to expand his fan base. 

For Little Black Flies, Eddie assembled 
a group of local musician friends including 
Tedeschi Trucks Band bassist Brandon Boone 
and local young guitar peer Cody Matlock, 
ostensibly to participate in a jam session. But 
the jig was up when they got to Atlanta’s Echo 
Deco Studios and saw mics being placed and 
machines ready to roll. Still, Mason treated 
the recording as a live show, one where he 
calls out who solos next, makes up lyrics on 
the spot, and keeps the energy revved up 
to 11. It’s a mix of pure soul (the title track), 
tough Chicago-styled raw blues (“Miss James,” 
best known through Howlin’ Wolf) and soul/
blues à la Albert King (“Travelin’ Man,” a cover 
from King’s catalog). There are also stops at 
John Lee Hooker-derived dark unplugged 
blues with the lowdown “Back on My Feet,” 

and even a bittersweet ballad 
(“Chicago 3AM”) for a diverse set 
that really does play like a typi-
cal small club gig. Eddie/Brooks 
sells it all with his high-velocity 
vocals that sound as if they may 
go off the rails, but somehow 
never do. 

It all started with a personal-
ized letter that accompanied a 
copy of his previous studio disc 
that Eddie sent to all the note-
worthy blues labels. He heard 
back from Thomas Ruf, one-time 
manager of Luther Allison and 
owner of Germany’s high-profile 
imprint that bears his name. “He 
hit me back. He said, ‘Just for 
the fact that I get CDs every day, 
but not a letter. I loved the CD.’” 
Ruf flew to Atlanta to check out 
Eddie’s set at Blind Willie’s be-
fore everything closed down. At 
breakfast in Manuel’s Tavern the 
next day, Ruf said he was ready 
to sign Eddie to a three-album 
deal. 

The sessions took place in 
August 2020. “I had a rough idea 
and a few songs written down 
in my composition book. We all went in and 
hit ‘record.’ The ‘Dog Me Around’ (a furiously 
rollicking shuffle) song that ended up on 
the album was the first take of the first ses-
sion. We knew right then that we were on to 
something,” he excitedly explains. “I wanted to 
take some of my favorite blues from the ’60s 
and ’70s and throw my own words on them, 
which is what Junior Wells would have done 
to an old Muddy Waters tune.” It was all done 
quick and dirty in two or three sessions, with 
a bit more time polishing off the title track 
(which features Mandi Strachota’s backing 
vocals) and the second single “Chicago 3AM.” 
Eddie credits some of the effusive attitude 
that jumps out from these performances to 
the fact that the pandemic had curtailed live 
shows and this was the first time in a while 
everyone had played together again. “It was a 
blues party,” he notes, and the dynamic, unfil-
tered mix reflects that celebratory vibe. Hav-
ing Mason’s brother, Lane Kelly, as producer 
also contributed to the home-style groove.  

Thankfully, Ruf allowed Eddie complete 
creative control over the final product. “You 
do you,” Eddie remembers him saying, unusu-
al advice for a new artist’s first widely distrib-

uted work. He even approved of the offhand 
studio chatter, inspired by old Fleetwood Mac 
recordings, that opens many cuts and were 
left in on purpose. “People like that because it 
puts them in the studio with you. It’s not like 
modern-day records that are pieced together.”

Eddie’s already looking forward to the next 
record, which he is currently writing. He’d like 
to record another one with his Atlanta friends 
before possibly moving to Germany to take 
advantage of the rabid European blues audi-
ences. He then wants to return after establish-
ing himself there. Or at least that’s the plan.

Right now, though, Eddie is basking in the 
glow of positive reviews for Little Black Flies 
and is as fired up about his next move as the 
playing on this record shows him to be. The 
vibrant Atlanta blues community, led by the 
support of the Atlanta Blues Society, has his 
back too, cheering him on to whatever comes 
next.  He’s young, talented, hungry — and 
ready for the future.   

Eddie 9V album release party and birthday 
bash, Saturday, June 5, at Blind Willie’s, 828 
North Highland Ave N.E., Atlanta, 30306. 

UPCOMING SHOWS:
Sat., June 12, Lost Art Music Festival, 

Foxhall Resort/Douglasville — The first 
major roots-oriented festival in over a year 
features an exciting roster headlined by the 
horn-heavy, soulful sounds of St. Paul and the 
Broken Bones. Also on the bill is the rocking 
husband and wife duo Shovels & Rope, the 
righteous gospel of The War and Treaty, and 
the cosmic American music from newbies The 
Pink Stones. A Friday night show with the al-
ways rocking Aaron Lee Tasjan is a bonus. 

 Sat., June 12, Damon Fowler, Blind Wil-
lie’s — Florida-based blues rocker Fowler has 
been slinging out his tough, funky, swamp-
infused music since his 2009 debut. It’s the 
club’s first booking of a national touring act in 
almost a year. Hopefully blues lovers will turn 
out to support this talented and by now some-
what veteran young gun as he features music 
from his new Alafia Moon album. 

Fri., June 18, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
shows, Patterson Hood, City Winery — The 
Drive-By Truckers’ co-founder is never short 

BLUES & BEYOND: Electrified and ready for blast-off

YES TO THE BLUES: Eddie 9V is ready to take the big leap forward.

JULIA RAE

Eddie 9V goes international with his first widely distributed album

MUSIC
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L
istening to Young Stoner Life Records’ long-awaited 
compilation album Slime Language 2 is manda-
tory. Like taking-the-SAT-before-applying-to-college 
mandatory. The Billboard chart-topping album released 

Friday, April 16, is the bulletproof closing argument for why 
Young Thug should from here on out be considered an Atlanta 
hip-hop legend. After inspiring a generation of rap talent and 
showcasing his commercial viability with the release of his 
debut album So Much Fun, Young Thug evolves from rap star 
to proven record executive by making his YSL record label 
home to one of the most respected group of artists in today’s 
music.

With that said, SL2 isn’t actually all about Young Thug. 
Perhaps the record’s most intriguing quality is that although 
superstars like Drake, Travis Scott, Kid Cudi, Lil Uzi Vert, and 
Big Sean contribute to the 23-song track list, relatively un-
known artists steal the show, and none more so than new YSL 
signee YTB Trench. 

Hearing Trench’s distinct, hoarse voice pop up after Lil 
Baby’s intro on “Paid the Fine” is the first real bombshell of 
SL2, and the revamped version of his street hit “My City” that 
closes the album further proves that his inclusion on SL2 isn’t 
a fluke. Add in another noteworthy appearance on the Slime 
Language 2 Deluxe cut “Mob Ties (Remix),” and it is official — 
YTB Trench is one of YSL Records’ breakout stars.

Now, YTB Trench is readying a project of his own. Led by 
the recently released single “F.O.F.G.,” his forthcoming effort 
is sure to be as shocking as his life-changing appearances on 
SL2. Behold CL’s conversation with YSL’s sensational new 
signee YTB Trench, lightly edited for length and clarity.

CL: Congrats on everything you have accomplished 
so far. Everything must be crazy for you. Let’s start 
with your life coming up. You describe yourself as a 
nomad. What are the musical influences that you’ve 
picked up from the different places that you’ve lived?

YTB Trench: Before I start, I’d like to say, “Appreciate 
you.” It has been a crazy journey. Always moving, constantly 
seeing different stuff, and having to adapt to different habitats 
is what really helped develop my whole foundation. It all re-
flected in my craft — I could just tell in my music that I was 
picking up bits and pieces from different places. 

What’s really crazy, [rapping and singing] wasn’t even my 
passion at first; I fell in love with instruments. Once I started 
playing certain instruments, I just fell in love with the music, 
you know what I’m saying?

I got you. What was your first instrument?

It was a guitar, but I suck now, actually. I went to class for 
it, and I was getting better! It just got boring, so I stopped do-
ing it. But piano — that’s probably my favorite to this day.

Alright, so let’s touch on “My City.” I think it’s really 
awesome that Young Thug caught wind of it, especially 
when looking at the stats. Not to shit on it, but a lot of 
times you see rappers will find somebody who did like 
a miil’ and then work with them. Even today, “My City” 

doesn’t have a million views, so it’s cool to see that 
Thug has his eyes on an artist like you.

Yeah, I agree. It really goes a long way with genuine vibes 
and just real recognizing real. We live in a place where every-
thing is run by humans, and humans are unpredictable. You 
can never learn too much, and you can never learn enough. 
There’s always more to learn.

What you’re saying reminds me of your line in “Paid 
The Fine” when you say, “Know you may not know my 
name/But my net worth a fuckin’ M.” Basically, there’s 
a bigger picture beyond the views and “social media 
presences.” With that said, do you give much attention 
to the optics?

That’s the thing, too. Before my journey with all of this took 

place, I wasn’t really a social media kind of person. Real life, we 
just really mind our business where I’m from; we just do our 
thing. So when my management found me, I was probably at 
100 or 200 followers. I didn’t really have a social media pres-
ence, so the transition to where I’m at now was a big step. We 
still learning as we go.

Talk to me about what it was like when you finally 
met Thug.

Genuine vibes. It ain’t really too much to explain — it was 
like we already knew each other. It was easy, like I knew him 
before I knew him. It wasn’t too much to figure out because he 
told me, “This how I’m coming, this what it is, and this what 
it’s gonna be like.” I was just like, “Oh yeah!” You know when 
you fit in somewhere, and you know when you ‘posed to be 
somewhere.

And now you’re YSL. What was going through your 
head while you were waiting for Slime Language 2 to 
drop?

I didn’t have to wait. It was all unexpected. When I talked 
to Slime on Instagram, I flew out the next day. I was in L.A. for 
a couple of days before it all took place, and I was in the studio 
when I got the call that they wanted to put me on the album. It 
all happened quick, so once I did hop on, I ain’t really have too 
much time to enjoy it.

Which part about your Slime Language 2 experience 
did you enjoy the most?

Honestly it was everything, not even the music itself. My 
whole journey. It changed my whole point of view on life, 
period.

I feel you. One of the coolest aspects about “Paid 
the Fine” was its music video, which documented you, 
Young Thug, Lil Baby, and Gunna’s real-life efforts to 
pay the bonds for several people at the Fulton County 
Jail. Whose idea was that and what was the experience 
like?

Great minds think alike. It was just us bouncing ideas off 
each other, and we came to an agreement. Then it happened, 
and it was crazy. Once again, you could see everyone was 
genuinely happy. One patna dropped to his knees crying ’cause 
he ain’t seen his son in about 10 years. We touched base with 
them all and let them know it was all genuine love.

Speaking of helping get people out of jail, your new 
single is “Fuck the Opps and Free the Guys (F.O.F.G.)”. 
It caught me by surprise because your voice is a lot 
higher than we heard it on Slime Language 2.

Yeah! And y’all gon’ get a lot of that. Y’all gon’ get a lot of 
shockers. A lot of versatility.

On the upcoming project?

Yeah. 

And can we get a date or time frame to expect it? 
Maybe late this summer?

Oh no, we’re way sooner than that. All I’mma say is stay 
tuned and stay alert. Just know that I ain’t gon’ disappoint, and 
y’all are gonna get exactly what you want. —CL—

ATL UNTRAPPED: Get acquainted with YTB Trench

SLIME LANGUAGE: YTB Trench is bringing his own flavor 
to the YSL roster.

MICHAEL ADEYEYE | STARTERCAM  | @STARTERCAM

You may not yet know Young Thug’s new artist, but he’s ready to introduce himself

MUSIC
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S
o we’re on our way back into the breach. 
Vaccinated and wary, masked when appropri-
ate, we’re venturing back into the garden of 
earthly delights with fellow human beings in 

reasonable proximity, attended by the occasional hug. 
Thanks be to science in the service of wise administra-
tive governance, and no thanks to the nation’s deplo-
rables and their obdurate wingnut idiocy.

Speaking of which: There’s a special election on June 
15 in North Cobb for state representative of House Dis-
trict 34, which covers Kennesaw and a portion of Mari-
etta. The Republican who won in November bailed on a 
pledge to serve his constituents in favor of a sweet job 
at Georgia Tech. Go figure. The Democrat he defeated, 
Priscilla Smith, is back in the running to lead the dis-
trict with a sharply honed progressive agenda and the 
moxie to hold her own in the General Assembly. Vote 
for Priscilla on June 15 or donate to the cause. Keep the 
blue train rolling full steam ahead.

Y’all know about Pasaquan, right, the phantasma-
gorical 7-acre art compound in southwest Georgia near Buena 
Vista? (If not, maybe you’ve been amazed by the outdoor 
exhibit of colorful art work in the Folk Art Park, located down-
town on Courtland Street at the I-85 overpass.) Constructed 
with minimal assistance over three decades by Eddie Owens 
Martin, otherwise known as St. EOM (pronounced ohm), Pas-
aquan is one of the world’s great visionary art environments. 
“Pasaquan lavishly fuses African, pre-Columbian Mexico and 
Native American cultural and religious symbols and designs, 
along with motifs inspired by James Churchward’s books about 
the ‘Lost Continent of MU,’” according to Columbus State Uni-
versity (CSU), which serves as the site’s institutional caretaker.

As the self-ordained first Earthly citizen of an alien race 
called the Pasaquoyans, St. EOM advocated for a peaceful 
world in which human beings live in harmony with nature, 
seeking enlightenment through ritual practices, some of which 
involved donning brightly hued levitation suits and coiffing 

one’s hair to simulate the reversal of a gravitational predisposi-
tion to falling. About the Pasaquan compound, St. EOM once 
said, “Here, I can be in my own world with my temples and 
designs and the spirit of God. I can have my own spirits and 
my own thoughts.” Derived from a combination of Spanish 
and Oriental words, pasaquan roughly translates to “bringing 
the past and future together.” In 1986, following years of failing 
health, Martin committed suicide at age 77.

In 2016, after an extended period of degradation, Pasaquan 
was restored to its current glorious state, thanks to a collab-
orative effort by the Pasaquan Preservation Society (PPS) and 
CSU and with major funding from the Kohler Foundation. In 
recent years, PPS and CSU have staged Pasafest, an annual 
outdoor concert and arts fair on the Pasaquan property. When 
COVID compelled the cancelation of last year’s fund-raising 
fandango, organizers pivoted to producing a series of videos 
showcasing the scheduled artists. In turn, the video produc-
tion spawned A Circle of Atoms: The Pasaquan Sessions, a 
limited-edition vinyl release featuring a subset of the Pasafest 
participants.

Contained within A Circle of Atoms is a constellation 
of Georgia-centric artists: James Husband, Robert Coleman, 
Nikki Speake, Crispin Wah, Jim White, Chickasaw Mudd 
Puppies and Lonnie Holley. Some songs, such as Husband’s 
“Goin’ Pasaquan,” directly evoke the physical site and mysti-
cal ruminations of its creator; other tracks, including White’s 
“Sum of What We’ve Been” and Speake’s “Blue Moonlight,” 
bear a poignant, albeit loosely thematic, relationship with the 
Pasaquoyan ethos.

Recorded in July on the grounds and inside the main house 
at Pasaquan, A Circle of Atoms represents a joint venture be-
tween CSU, PPS, and Institute 193, a nonprofit art space and 
publisher in Lexington, Kentucky. Institute 193 was founded 
by Phillip March Jones, an artist, curator, and inaugural direc-
tor of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation.

“I’m pretty sure it was Phillip who first suggested 
making a record, since we were already making the 
music videos,” said Michael McFalls, associate professor 
of art at CSU and director of Pasaquan.

For production assistance, McFalls enlisted CSU col-
league Dr. Matthew McCabe, an assistant professor and 
supervisor of the Schwob School of Music’s techno-
acoustic activities. In addition to mixing and engineer-
ing A Circle of Atoms, McCabe turned the project into 
a hands-on, masked, and socially distanced learning 
experience for some of the school’s graduate and under-
graduate students.

“The whole process was fun in a strange way,” Mc-
Falls said. “It was awkward because the pandemic made 
everything feel so uncertain. There were only a few of 
us doing anything at any given time.”

A Circle of Atoms showcases disparate styles within 
a distinctly regional community. Macon blues icon 
Coleman delivers a swinging, up-tempo version of his 
song “Somebody Loves Me.” Athens-based Chickasaw 
Mudd Puppies wail through a swamp boogie foot-

stomper called “Prison.” Exotic Bird Hunter imparts a jangly 
reverb-laden dream-pop number, “Safekeeping,” over archival 
recordings of St. EOM spreading the gospel of Pasaquoyanism. 
Atlanta denizens Crispin Wah supply one of their patented 
shredgaze joints titled “Home Movies.”

“Earth, We Have a Problem” was improvised by Lonnie 
Holley and Christopher Paul Stelling on a steamy afternoon in 

LISTENING POST: A Circle of Atoms
Georgia musicians exult in the spirit of Pasaquan; Atlanta musicians elate us with their new music

MUSIC

WAILING AT PASAQUAN: Chickasaw Mudd Puppies performing under the 
stars and lights for ‘A Circle of Atoms: The Pasaquan Sessions.’

MICHAEL MCFALLS

EARTH, WE HAVE A PROBLEM is the title of an improvised 
song by Lonnie Holley and Christopher Paul Stelling 
included on the album ‘A Circle of Atoms: The Pasaquan 
Sessions.’

MICHAEL MCFALLS

MACON BLUES ICON Robert Coleman gets ready to play his 
song, “Somebody Loves Me,” for ‘A Circle of Atoms: The 
Pasaquan Sessions.’

MICHAEL MCFALLS
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Pasaquan’s large circular sandpit, St. EOM’s preferred spot for 
dancing, poetry readings, and other happenings. Accompanied 
by Stelling’s languid electric guitar thrumming and Holley’s 
simple, melodically astute, organ fingering, the singer muses 
on the seemingly paradoxical existence of “Such a lovely place, 
a spot in the wilderness, the passersby don’t even know that 
it’s here” in the midst of plagues both literal (COVID) and figu-
rative. “I can’t breathe,” Holley intones at the end of the song, 
invoking the dying plea of George Floyd, who was brutally 
murdered by Minneapolis police in May of 2020.

“The performance in the sandpit was amazing,” McFalls 
recalled. “Lonnie was definitely channeling some sort of spirit.”

That would be the spirit that inhabits every three-dimen-
sional groove of A Circle of Atoms: the Pasaquan Sessions, 
the spirit of Eddie Owens Martin, an unbridled visionary and 
eccentric Southern artist whose legacy will forever inspire the 
world he transcended with singular poetic grace.

DUET FOR THEREMIN 
AND LAP STEEL

’Oumuamua is the unusual title of the latest album by 
Duet for Theremin and Lap Steel. A special outdoor concert 
celebrating the release of the double-CD, which drops May 28 
at Bandcamp, Spotify, and other online sites, is scheduled for 
Saturday, June 12, at Railroad Earth in Emory Village. DfTaLS 
will perform around 8:30 p.m., followed by W8ing4UFOs.

The album takes its name from the first confirmed inter-
stellar object to visit our solar system, which was detected in 
October 2017 by Robert Weryk at Haleakalā Observatory in 
Hawaii. Anyone who has listened to an album or attended a 
performance by Scott Burland (theremin) and Frank Schultz 

(lap steel) will not wonder about the relationship between a 
mysterious interstellar traveler from deep space and DfTaLS’s 
music, which tends to induce a profoundly contemplative state 
of mind readily susceptible to delightful flights of the imagina-
tion.

When asked whether the COVID-induced lockdown 
exerted an impact on the production or performance of ’Ou-
muamua, which was recorded in fall/winter of 2020, Schultz 
replied by email: “I am sure it did, but I am still unpacking a 
lot of that stuff. Maybe more impactful for me was the death 
rattle (and actions) of hateful, racist, and corrupt Republicans 
and their last ditch efforts to cling to their power, even though 
they lost the Presidential election and the Senate.”

Burland’s response was somewhat more germane to the 
question: “Frank and I felt comfortable getting together to play 
throughout [the pandemic] and were vaccinated early on, so it 
was less of an issue … In the beginning, say March 2020, I was 
glad for the COVID-induced break. I guess I needed it.”

Neither musician relies on music to pay the bills, which is 
one of the reasons why DfTaLS donated proceeds from their 
last album, Halocline, to the Atlanta Musician’s Emergency 
Relief Fund and Giving Kitchen, which benefits food service 
workers. Donations at the ’Oumuamua release concert will 
benefit Railroad Earth, one of Atlanta’s most enduring non-
profit arts collectives, and W8ing4UFOs.

About the upcoming gig, the first in front of a live audience 
in more than a year, Schultz said, “I am looking forward to 
some hugs, a lot smiling faces, and some long overdue fellow-
ship.”

So say we all.

WAITING FOR UFOS: Frank Schultz (left) and Scott Burland, also known as Duet for Theremin and Lap Steel, scan 
the skies for signs of ‘’Oumuamua,’ their new double-CD, the release of which will be celebrated by a concert at 
Railroad Earth on Saturday, June 12, on a bill with W8ing4UFOs. 

TERRA ELAN MCVOY

SWINGING LIKE LOUIS: Jeff Crompton (left), John Arthur 
Brown (middle), and Bill Pritchard will join forces as 
Three Way Mirror for an outdoor concert of contemporary 
jazz at Elliott Street Pub on Saturday, June 12.

JEFF CROMPTON

JEFF CROMPTON
A few weeks ago, I checked in with Jeff Crompton, compos-

er, saxophonist, and founder of a couple of jazz trios, which are 
venturing into the public realm in the next few weeks. I wanted 
to know what it feels like to anticipate performing in front of an 
audience after a year-long hiatus.

“I did a couple of streaming concerts early in the pandemic, 
but became disenchanted with that medium pretty quickly,” 
Crompton responded by email. “A short outdoor performance 
by Anagrams (my duo with JD Walsh) in October felt so good, 
so enriching, that it felt like a turning point. But, around that 
time, the infection rate skyrocketed. It seemed irresponsible to 
do any more public performances until a vaccine was available.”

Today, working under the assumption that the vast majority 
of his audience has availed themselves of one brand of preven-
tative COVID maintenance or another, Crompton thinks the 
time has come to return to the bandstand. On Saturday, June 
12, Three Way Mirror, which features Crompton on alto sax 
and clarinet; Bill Pritchard on tuba, acoustic and electric bass; 
and John Arthur (YaYa) Brown on percussion, will be perform-
ing outside at Elliott Street Pub downtown in the shadow of 
Mercedes-Benz Stadium. Crompton says the set list will com-
prise selections from the trio’s New Normal album along with 
new tunes.

On Saturday, June 26, at The Imperial grub pub in Decatur, 
Crompton will lead the Edgewood Saxophone Trio in an out-
door concert. EST features Crompton on alto sax, Ben Davis 
on tenor sax, and Bill Nittler on baritone sax. That’s three of 
our town’s most formidable skronkers playing jazz guaranteed 
to blow whatever’s ailing you into infinite motes. Stupendously 
sublime Nashville singer/songwriter Ziona Riley fills out the 
bill.

“Music is one of the few aspects of life that make sense to 
me,” Crompton says. “It’s as essential to me as eating or breath-
ing.”

The composer, whose mini-opera-on-video, Buddy Bolden, 
debuted during the pandemic, says he wrote a lot of music while 
quarantined, “but almost none of it was any good.” Only when 
live performances loomed possible did the muse sufficiently 
compel the artist to produce art worthy of public exposition.

”It’s only through interaction with an audience that music re-
ally comes to life,” says Crompton.

No one around here is going to disagree with that. —CL—
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We caught up with SUSTO frontman, Justin 
Osborne, on the release of their latest album, 
Rogue Acoustic. “(The album) was recorded in 
early February 2020 and was meant to be a kind 
of experiment. I wanted to capture the energy that 
comes along with playing to a crowded bar on a 
Friday night, with nothing but vocals and an acous-
tic guitar. It wasn’t till months later, after the album 
recording, that the pandemic lockdown made me 
realize how quickly that energy could disappear. 
I’m releasing the live album now, and doing these 
shows in support of it, with the hope that more 
moments like the one captured in this album will 
be coming back soon. The Rogue Acoustic tour will 
be a little different than the Rogue Acoustic album, 
because I’ll actually be performing as a trio, with 
my drummer Marshall (Hudson) doing percussion, 
and Jordan Reynolds of Rose Hotel playing along 
and singing harmonies. Jordan is going to be per-
forming with SUSTO full-time now, and this will be 
her first tour with us. She will also be opening the 
whole tour as Rose Hotel.”

$25, 6:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m., City Winery at Ponce 
City Market, 675 Ponce de Leon Ave. N.E. citywin-
ery.com/atlanta

THURSDAY, JUNE 24–
SUNDAY, JUNE 27
Southern Fried Queer Pride  — It’s back! The 2021 
Southern Fried Queer Pride Festival is happening 
with performances, art, community, and more. In 
previous years, we’d expect anything from DIY 
panty liners, cooking classes, and, of course, the gi-
ant whale of a sale thrift and artists market. All are 
welcome, even breeders. southernfriedqueerpride.com

Need more SFQP? SWITCH: A Queer Dance Party happens every Wednesday at My Sister’s Room.

$5, 10 p.m., 21-plus, My Sister’s Room, 84 12th St. N.E. mysistersroom.com

Plus, the infamous AMEN! A Drag Show returns to celebrate four years at Sister Louisa’s Church on Thursday, June 
17.

Free, 10:30 p.m., 21-plus, Sister Louisa’s Church of the Living Room and Ping Pong Emporium, 466 Edgewood Ave. 
S.E.

FRIDAY, JUNE 25
Out Night at the Georgia Aquarium — Exclusive reduced-capacity admittance to celebrate national pride … with 
SHARKS! “Ethereal, fresh, experiential vibes” sounds by THE Ree de la Vega and DJ Seth Breezy. We know this KID-
FREE event will make you want to dance, but instead enjoy touring the Aquarium with cocktails included (so no cash 
is exchanged). Everyone can tour the animal exhibits as well as the new “SHARKS! Predators of the Deep” exhibit. 
Did we mention NO KIDS, LESS CROWDS? Three (3) cocktails (or soft drinks) are included with ticket. 

The Georgia Aquarium hopes to make a large financial donation from the OUT NIGHT event to Atlanta Pride to help 
ATL’s October 2021 Pride. “When Pride succeeds, Atlanta succeeds.” — Georgia Aquarium

$60. 7-10 p.m., Georgia Aquarium, 225 Baker St. N.W. georgiaaquarium.org/outnight

ROGUE ACOUSTIC: SUSTO (Justin Osborne, 
pictured) plays the  City Winery, Tuesday, 
June 22, with Rose Hotel, for two shows at 
6:15 and 9:30 p.m.

MIA AL-TAHER

The Move continued from p.4

of opinions on the state of the nation — or 
songs, of which he has an enormous catalog 
to tap into. Even solo and unplugged, he’s 
a magnetic performer. With the volume 
dropped a few notches, it’s easier to absorb 
his always erudite, compelling, and powerful 
lyrics.

Fri., June 25, Grace Pettis, Red Clay Mu-
sic Foundry/Duluth — Austinite Pettis, best 
known for her introspective, touchy/feely 
folk, dons tight leather pants on the cover 
of her new Working Woman disc, and rocks 
out accordingly with a band on a few tracks. 
She’s solo for this gig, so those rockers will 
take on a different vibe. Regardless, she’s an 
established, award-winning singer/songwrit-
er who packs a powerful lyrical punch.  

Sun., June 27, Darrell Scott, Red Clay 
Music Foundry/Duluth — Veteran tunesmith 
Scott has a long, storied history working 
behind other stars, notably in Robert Plant’s 

Band of Joy, in addition to an impressive cat-
alog of his own music. Recently he tore into 
a rocking blues album of Hank Williams cov-
ers that made some hidden Hank gems into 
new classics. He has a potent voice, a bagful 
of great songs, and knows how to enthrall an 
audience with his stories and music. 

Sat., July 3, Full Tilt featuring Sonny 
Emory, City Winery — “Local” drummer/
instructor Emory has an impressive, even 
eye-popping list of artists he has worked 
with, including but far from limited to, 
Spyro Gyra, Steely Dan, and Eric Clapton. He 
will bring his Crusaders-styled jazz/funk/
hip-hop fusion outfit this evening, which 
promises to be a searing show from Emory 
and his talented friends. —CL—

Please send upcoming blues events to 
consider for CL’s Blues & Beyond concert 
calendar to hal.horowitz@creativeloafing.
com.

Blues & Beyond continued from p.12

PRE-FEST KICK-OFF: Aaron Lee Tasjan performs Friday night, June 11, at Foxhall 
Resort, prior to Saturday’s Lost Art Music Festival. Tickets to this show — and 
the Sundogs tribute to Tom Petty after the festival concludes — are available 
individually or as part of a package purchase. And, with so much talent at Lost 
Art, you never know who will join the Sundogs onstage!

CURTIS WAYNE

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: On Stone Mountain

W
e hear time and again, usually 
from “uneducated” whites, 
about how memorials to the 
confederacy are important 

relics and should be preserved as a testament 
to historical events.

No one, with any sense of history, can deny 
that the confederate generals depicted on the 
side of Stone Mountain represent:

• Forced labor and torture of black children 
and adults

• Expulsion and genocide of indigenous 
people of North America

• Sexual exploitation of black bodies, of all 
ages, through rape

• Forced breeding of kidnapped Africans 

• Betrayal of the Constitution of the United 
States (e.g. traitors)

The maintenance of an artwork glorifying 
the perpetrators of sexual violence, torture 
and genocide is ammoral and contrary to the 
supposed “values” of the United States. “Edu-
cated” people would find any representation 
of individuals, who held such tenants, should 
be destroyed in the same fashion depictions of 
Hitler and the Nazis were demolished.

We know the monument is a tribute to 
white supremacy by the Ku Klux Klan and the 
Daughters of the Confederacy. The continued 
denial, by mostly white men, that the Confed-
eracy was anything but evil is laughable.

Already the defacing of a natural forma-

tion was horrible and defacing it in the sake of 
white supremacy was unconscionable.

As an unfortunate descendant of slave-
holders, confederate soldiers and clansmen 
from Georgia; I call for the total removal of 
the bas-relief of Stone Mountain. It has always 
been blemish and has no artistic nor cultural 
value. Its continued preservation legitimizes 
the imperial ambitions and brutality of the 
Confederate States.

The “artwork” was finished, in 1972, 
by white Americans who had seen their 
power dissipate, wanted to reinforce their 
strangle-hold on the society, maintain their 
status within the plantation hierarchy and 
as a thumb in the eye to black Americans, in 
revenge for demanding their civil rights as 

Americans thus officially ending colonial slav-
ery in the United States in 1965.

Other acceptable defacements, when my 
cowardly, white, Southern brethren reject 
the entire demolition would be: Dynamiting 
the heads, hands and confederate ornaments, 
planting large trees overs the heads of the 
three “traitors”, no longer cleaning the bas-re-
lief and allowing it to darken and crumble like 
the idea that the Confederacy was anything 
but a pedophilic, misogynistic, gang of rapists 
and murderers dedicated to the destruction of 
the United States and humanity.

Sincerely,

Amos Bottoms

CURT HOLMAN

I
t’s not like I find Vin Diesel irresistible. 
Usually I find the Fast and Furious front 
man quite easy to resist.

The final trailer for F9, the latest F&F 
installment, presents both the actor and the 
fast-car franchise itself at their most corny and 
self-important. Diesel drives down a lonely 
road, steps out of a car, and directly calls au-
diences to return to movie theaters. “We’ve 
gone through a year that tested us, but we’re 
starting to see the promise of a new day,” he 
rumbles. “After staying apart for so long, it’s 
time to come back together.” 

And dammit, the appeal works on me. 
Partly it’s because coronavirus vaccine rates 
are high enough that, for fully vaxxed movie-
goers, going to the movies seems significantly 
safer than it has been since the beginning of 
the pandemic.

Plus, the F9 trailers promise outlandish 
set pieces with magnet cars, rocket cars, and 
somersaulting trucks when the film opens 
June 25. Who wouldn’t want to see such auto-
motive mayhem on a big screen? I’m not made 
of stone.

Cinema chains like Regal have gradu-
ally been reopening in recent weeks and big, 
long-delayed films have been playing in them. 
Whether audiences will return en masse 
remains to be seen, but this year’s “summer 
blockbuster season” probably began Memorial 
Day weekend with the releases of the apoca-
lyptic horror film A Quiet Place Part II and 
Disney’s Cruella, starring Emma Stone as the 
bane of the 101 Dalmatians. 

This list reviews most of the major films 
scheduled to be released in Atlanta theaters 
for the rest of the summer. And some of them 
won’t just be in theaters. Remember that “Dis-
ney+ With Premiere Access” means you can 
watch it at home if you’re a Disney subscriber 
and pay extra. And Warner Brothers’ releases 
will play simultaneously in theaters while 
running a month on HBO Max. (All dates sub-
ject to change.)

The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It 
(June 4 in theaters and on HBO Max) — One 
of the most successful cinematic “extended 
universes” is The Conjuring series of horror 
films and spinoffs. The third in the epony-
mous trilogy brings back Patrick Wilson and 
Vera Farmiga’s ghost hunters to investigate a 
murder case that involves demonic possession. 

In the Heights (June 11 in theaters and on 

HBO Max) — Before finding star-
dom with Hamilton, Lin-Manuel 
Miranda made his Broadway repu-
tation with this exuberant musi-
cal about New York’s Washington 
Heights neighborhood. Director Jon 
M. Chu’s adaptation seems similarly 
splashy as his prior hit, Crazy Rich 
Asians.

The Sparks Brothers (June 18) — 
Baby Driver director Edgar Wright 
helms this documentary tribute to 
the quirky pop duo Sparks. (Inci-
dentally, Wright’s delayed thriller 
Last Night in Soho is coming out 
this fall.)

Rita Moreno: Just a Girl Who 
Decided to Go for It (June 18) — 
Mariem Pérez Riera’s documentary 
covers the decades-spanning career 
of actor Rita Moreno from before 
“West Side Story” to the new reboot 
of “One Day at a Time.”

I Carry You with Me (June 25) 
— This award-winning U.S./Mexi-
can co-production depicts a long-
standing romance between a chef 
and a teacher (Armando Espitia and 
Christian Vázquez) that weathers the societal 
pressures of the two countries.

Zola (June 30) — A notorious 148-tweet 
Twitter thread inspired this comedy-drama 
about a waitress and a stripper whose road 
trip leads to drugs, prostitution, and violence.

The Forever Purge (July 2) — The fifth and 
allegedly final entry in The Purge horror film 
series depicts a Mexican couple under siege 
at a Texan ranch as the U.S. descends into 
anarchy.

Black Widow (July 9 and on Disney+ with 
Premiere Access) — The latest entry in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe gives Scarlett 
Johansson’s superspy an overdue solo film, 
featuring former espionage colleagues played 
by Florence Pugh, Rachel Weisz, and David 
Harbour.

Space Jam: A New Legacy (July 16 in the-
aters and on HBO Max) — Basketball star 
LeBron James takes the lead in this reprise 
of the apparently beloved original Space Jam. 
With his son kidnapped in the “Serververse,” 
LeBron must recruit the Looney Tunes char-
acters for a high-stakes basketball game. The 
trailer promises cameos from seemingly every 
character in the Warner library.

Roadrunner: A Film About Anthony Bour-

dain (July 16) — Oscar-winner Morgan Neville 
directs this documentary about Anthony 
Bourdain and the late chef, writer, and TV 
star’s larger-than-life personality. 

Jungle Cruise (July 30 and on Disney+ 
with Premiere Access) — While Pirates of the 
Caribbean became a hit film series, the other 
movies based on theme park attractions were 
largely ignored, such as Tomorrowland and 
The Country Bears. This take on the Jungle 
Cruise ride looks like a romantic adventure 
along the lines of The African Queen, with 
Dwayne Johnson’s riverboat captain taking 
Emily Blunt upriver. (Filmed in Georgia.)

The Green Knight (July 30) — A24’s adap-
tation of  the 14th-century poem “Sir Gawain 
and the Green Knight” stars Dev Patel as an 
Arthurian knight on a quest to confront the 
supernatural title character. The atmospheric 
trailer promises haunting imagery from film-
maker David Lowery (A Ghost Story). 

The Suicide Squad (Aug. 6 in theaters and 
on HBO Max) —After the mixed response to 
2016’s Suicide Squad, this sequel brings back 
Margot Robbie’s Harley Quinn but not Will 
Smith’s Deadshot for another doomed mission. 
Guardians of the Galaxy director James Gunn 
seems eager to embrace the premise’s violent 
slapstick and comic book silliness, bringing in 

D-list characters like King Shark and the Polka 
Dot Man. (Filmed in Georgia.)

CODA (Aug. 13) — A hit at this year’s Sun-
dance Film Festival, this family drama stars 
Emilia Jones as a teenage coda, or child of deaf 
adults.

Free Guy (Aug. 13) — This action-comedy 
set in the world of a video game depicts a 
background “non-player character” (Ryan 
Reynolds) who becomes self-aware and tries to 
become the hero.

Respect (Aug. 13) — Oscar-winner Jennifer 
Hudson stars as the Queen of Soul, Aretha 
Franklin, in this musical biopic shot in Atlanta 
and Detroit.

The Night House (Aug. 20) — Atlanta film-
maker David Bruckner directs this psycho-
logical horror film about a widow (Rebecca 
Hall) contending with mysterious visions at a 
remote lake house.

Candyman (Aug. 27) — Nia DaCosta directs 
this sequel to the 1992 horror film, starring 
Yahya Abdul-Mateen II as an artist increas-
ingly obsessed with the titular urban legend. 
—CL—

Screen Time is a monthly column about 
film and video from the big screen to stream-
ing services.

SCREEN TIME: Ready or not, the movies return

LOCK & LOAD: Vin Diesel and Michelle Rodriguez prepare to jump back into cinemas with ‘F9.’

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Major motion pictures make comebacks — here’s a list of what to expect in Atlanta theaters

FILM
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foot, Elzig. $13. 8 p.m.
Northside Tavern, Wasted 
Potential Brass Band. $10. 
10 p.m.
Online Event, Yaaaaaas 
Broadway. $20. 8 p.m.

SUN., JUN. 20
City Winery, Mike Santoro. 
$22-$26. 6:15 p.m.

TUE., JUN. 22
City Winery, SUSTO, Rose 
Hotel. $25. 9:15 p.m.

WED., JUN. 23
City Winery, Keith Washing-
ton. $40-$45. 6:30 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Chapel Hart. 
$20. 7:30 p.m.

THU., JUN. 24
City Winery, Jon B. $35-$50. 
6:30 p.m.
Eddie Owen Presents: Red 
Clay Music Foundry, Paul 
Thorn (solo). $30-$39. 7:30 
p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Music 
Room, Tammy Hurt’s Sonic 
Rebel EP Release Show with 
Special Guest CHOZEN. $15-
$20. 8 p.m.

FRI., JUN. 25
37 Mains - Avondale Estates, The Neon Queen (A Tribute 
to ABBA). $13-$99. 9:30 p.m.
City Winery, The REMakes. $30-$45. 6:30 p.m.
Coca-Cola Roxy Theatre, Papadosio. $25-$49. 8 p.m.
District Atlanta, The Martinez Brothers. $50-$100. 10 
p.m.
Eddie Owen Presents: Red Clay Music Foundry, Grace 
Pettis. $8-$20. 8 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, The Southern Gothic. $20. 9 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Americana Rising: Featuring Kristen 
Englenz, Jason Erie, & Jon Latham. $10. 7 p.m.
Masquerade, Toxic Foxtrot, Bad Guru, Half Hot. $13. 7 
p.m.
Northside Tavern, Frankie’s Blues Mission. $10. 10 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Music Room, Guardians of the Juke-

box. $15-$20. 9 p.m.

SAT., JUN. 26
Believe Music Hall Atlanta, Gryffin (DJ Set). $40-$100. 
10 p.m.
Coca-Cola Roxy Theatre, Papadosio. $25-$49. 8 p.m.
District Atlanta, MIDNIGHT TYRANNOSAURUS. $20-$35. 
10 p.m.
Eddie Owen Presents: Red Clay Music Foundry, Kahler 

does Taylor with Blackfoot Daisy. $25. 8 p.m.
Home, CH Home One-year Anniversary Celebration. Free. 
11 am
Masquerade, Violence System, PRIME MOVER, Dead-
Speak. $13. 8 p.m.
Northside Tavern, Rainmen. $10. 10 p.m.
The Imperial, The Edgewood Saxophone Trio Free. 8 
p.m.

SUN., JUN. 27
City Winery, The Carole King & James Taylor Story. $18-
$25. 6 p.m.
Eddie Owen Presents: Red Clay Music Foundry, Darrell 
Scott. $30-$36. 8 p.m.
Nutwood Winery, Music in the Vineyard w/The Vega-
bonds. $15. 2 p.m.

MON., JUN. 28
City Winery, Chante Moore. $45-$55. 6:30 p.m.

TUE., JUN. 29
City Winery, Chante Moore. $45-$55. 6:30 p.m.

WED., JUN. 30
City Winery, Chante Moore. $45-$55. 6:30 p.m.
Masquerade, Iration. $29-$87. 5 p.m.

THU., JUL. 1
City Winery, Chante Moore. $50-$55. 6:30 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, The Travelin’ McCourys. $27.50-$110. 7 p.m.

THU., JUN. 3
City Winery, Sinead O’Con-
nor. $95-$115. 6 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar,  Atlanta 
Room, Cam on His Dam 
Jam Band. $10-$15. 8 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Music 
Room, Whelan/Stone For-
rest Finn, Blake Henderson. 
TBA. 8 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Music 
Room, NEW LOST CITY 
TOUR. $15-$125. 8 p.m.

FRI., JUN. 4
Ambient+Studio, Bach in 
Motion by Atlanta Baroque 
Orchestra. $20-$150. 7 p.m.
City Winery, Nameless 
Nameless. $20-$25. 6:30 
p.m.
District Atlanta, NICOLE 
MOUDABER. $30-$60. 
10 p.m.
Eddie Owen Presents: 
Red Clay Music Foundry, 
Shannon McNally. $15-$28. 
8 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Liz Longley. 
$20. 7 p.m.
Masquerade, Stay Here, 
Okay Kenedi, Heathersett. 
$10-$13. 7 p.m.
Northside Tavern, Rod 
Hamdalla. $10. 10 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Music Room,  
Seven Year Witch, Alchemy, Lovely 
World, Visc. Free. 9 p.m.
Terminal West, The Hold Steady. 
$40. 8 p.m.
The Star Community Bar, The Re-
turn of the Star Bar - Dusty Booze & 
the Baby Haters, ELZIG the Demon 
Elvis, Night Terrors, DJ Ravioli Jesus. 
$15-$25. 7 p.m.

SAT., JUN. 5
  , Guardians Of The Jukebox (80s 
Themed Party feat. Members of 
Fozzy). $13-$39. 9:30 p.m.
Blind Willie’s, Eddie 9V ‘Little Black 
Flies’ album release show. Free. 
8:30 p.m.
City Winery, Will Anderson (Lives-
tream). $10. 8 p.m.
City Winery, Bobby V. $40-$55. 
6:30 p.m.
District Atlanta, BEAR GRILLZ. $20-
$35. 10 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Jason Ringenberg. 
$10-$40. 7 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Dom Flemons. $15-
$60. 9 p.m.
Northside Tavern, Cody Matlock. 
$10. 10 p.m.
The Star Community Bar, The 
Return of the Star Bar - Tuk Smith 
& the Restless Hearts, RMBLR, Rod 
Hamdallah, Massive45, DJ Rod H. 
$15-$25. 10 p.m.

SUN., JUN. 6
Eddie’s Attic, Erin Kirby, Eli Ensor. 
$10. 5 p.m.

WED., JUN. 9
City Winery, Lera Lynn (Livestream). 
$10. 7 p.m.
City Winery, Wine & Rhymes. $20-
$35. 6:30 p.m.

THU., JUN. 10

Axis Replay, New Artist Series. $10. 
8 p.m.
City Winery, Gritz & Jelly Butter. 
$22-$30. 6:30 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Dan Rodriguez. $22. 
7 p.m.

FRI., JUN. 11
37 Mains - Avondale Estates, Depar-
ture (The Journey Tribute). $10-$39. 
9:30 p.m.
Aisle 5, Planet Booty. $12-$15. 9 p.m.
City Winery, Anthony David. $35-
$40. 7 p.m.
Coca-Cola Roxy Theatre, Scary-
poolparty. $35-$50. 8 p.m.
District Atlanta, OOKAY. $25-$50. 
10 p.m.
Eddie Owen Presents: Red Clay 
Music Foundry, Songwriters in the 
Round with Hunter Blalock & The 
Sad Machine, Tim Moore and Bennie 
Gray. $5-$25. 8 p.m.
Masquerade, glimmers. $10. 7 p.m.
Northside Tavern, Allman Brothers 
Tribute Band. $10. 10 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Music Room,  
David Ryan Harris. $40. 7 p.m.

SAT., JUN. 12
37 Mains - Avondale Estates, 
Electric Avenue (The 80s MTV Expe-
rience). $20-$79. 9:30 p.m.
Believe Music Hall Atlanta, Doctor P 
& Funtcase. $10-$20. 10 p.m.
City Winery, Rezn8. $20-$25. 6:30 
p.m.
Coca-Cola Roxy Theatre, The Purple 
Madness - Tribute to Prince. $22-
$47. 8 p.m.
Eddie Owen Presents: Red Clay 
Music Foundry, Sylvia Rose Novak 
& Parts Unknown with Movers. $20. 
8 p.m.
Elliott Street Deli & Pub, Three Way 
Mirror, Jeff Crompton, Bill Pritchard, 
John Arthur (YaYa) Brown. No 

Cover. 8 p.m.
Foxhall Resort, Lost Art 
Music Festival. $68.25-$168. 
2 p.m.
From the Earth Brewing 
Company, HEDONISTAS, 
Spaghetti Western. $20. 
8 p.m.
Masquerade, Hot Mulligan, 
Heart Attack Man, MM@TA. 
$18. 6:30 p.m.
Northside Tavern, “Eat A 
Peach” Weekend. $10. 10 
p.m.
Railroad Earth, Duet for 
Theremin and Lap Steel 
- CD Release Party with 
W8ng4UFOs. Free. 8 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Atlanta 
Room, Melodic Monster, 
Canvas Ruin, Toxic Foxtrot. 
$10. 5 p.m.
The Star Community Bar, 
Neon Christ, GG King, Up-
chuck. Free. 5:30 p.m

WED., JUN. 16
City Winery, Molly Tuttle. 
$25-$30. 6:30 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Bob Sima. 
$15. 8 p.m.
Masquerade, Tech N9ne, 
RITTZ, King Iso, Maez301. 
$40. 7 p.m.

Smith’s Olde Bar, Atlanta Room, 
BadCameo, The Vinyl Suns. $10-$13. 
8 p.m.

THU., JUN. 17
City Winery, Marcus Johnson and 
Special Guest Julia Pratt. $30-$45. 
6:30 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Music Room, 
Bruce Robison, Kelly Willis. $20-
$150. 8:30 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Atlanta Room, 
PoundCake, Big Yen. $10-$15. 8 p.m.

FRI., JUN. 18
37 Mains - Avondale Estates, R&B, 
Inc. Soul and R&B Show. $10-$29. 
9:30 p.m.
City Winery, Patterson Hood. $35-
$45. 6 p.m.
Eddie Owen Presents: Red Clay 
Music Foundry, Songwriters in the 
Round: Trisha Adams,    Strawn, 
Jake Decker. $20. 8 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Joe Alterman. $20-
$25. 8 p.m.
Northside Tavern, Stoney Brooks. 
$10. 10 p.m.
Online Event, Yaaaaaas Broadway. 
$20. 8 p.m.
Smith’s Olde Bar, Music Room, The 
Vegabonds, Womz, Will Blackburn. 
$20-$150. 9 p.m.

SAT., JUN. 19
37 Mains - Avondale Estates, Tom-
my Tutone. $13-$149. 9:30 p.m.
Boggs Social & Supply, PUNK 
BLACK Pop Up Show. Free. 4 p.m.
City Winery, Kevin Ross. $25-$35. 
6 p.m.
Coca-Cola Roxy Theatre, Drivin N 
Cryin. $28-$69. 8 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Kristy Lee. $25. 7 p.m.
Eddie’s Attic, Heath Sanders. $17. 
9:15 p.m.
Masquerade, West End Motel, Big-

SOUND BOARD
View more concert listings online at https://creativeloafing.com/soundboard

CELEBRATING AMERICANA: Ben Nichols, the 
songwriter and frontman for the Memphis-
based band Lucero performs at the Lost Art 
Music Festival, June 12, at Foxhall Resort 
in Douglasville.

TINTYPE 120

SHOVELS & ROPE: The husband and wife duo of Michael Trent 
and Cary Ann Hearst share the bill with other American acts 
at the Lost Art Music Festival June 12 in Douglasville.

CURTIS MILLARD

Across

1 Gp. that pushed 
its 2021 deadline 
to May

4 Pot top

7 Moved around 
in Excel, maybe

13 Nine Lives 
spokesanimal 
Morris, e.g.

14 Neighbor of 
Miss.

15 Award recipi-
ent

16 “___ been 
thinking ...”

17 Metaphorical 
space that’s not 
too taxing

19 Ohio facil-
ity that had an 
elephant wing 
named for Marge 
Schott until 2020

21 Sluggish

22 Starting from

23 Forgo

26 “___ of Avalor” 
(Disney series)

28 Charging con-
nection

31 Timeline span

32 Desiccant gel

34 Ivan the Ter-
rible, for one

35 Rock group 
from Athens, 
Georgia

36 2021 Academy 
Award winner for 
Best Director

39 One of Snow 
White’s friends

42 “Or ___ 
what?”

43 Some flat-
panels

47 Bar brew, 
briefly

48 The “S” in iOS 
(abbr.)

49 A bit unset-
tling

50 “Wynonna 
___” (Syfy series)

52 Very small 
amount

56 Soviet news 
agency

57 It’s no dia-
mond

61 2016-18 Syfy 
horror anthology 
based on Internet 
creepypastas

63 End of many 
URLs

64 Uncooked, in 
meat dishes

65 Actress Gadot

66 L.A.-to-Denver 
dir.

67 Baby attire 
with snaps

68 Late Pink 
Floyd member 

Barrett

69 Flat tire sound

Down

1 Frozen spikes

2 Pasta that sits 
relatively flat on 
a plate

3 Baseball Hall of 
Famer Casey

4 Actress Mosley 
with the podcast 
“Scam Goddess”

5 Massey of 
“Love Happy”

6 ___ with faint 
praise

7 “90210” actress 
Spelling

8 Dreamworks 
movie released 
just before “A 
Bug’s Life”

9 Knuckleheads

10 “Black Mirror” 
creator Charlie

11 Opposite of 
morn, to a poet

12 Pop singer Kiki

15 2007 film in 
Edgar Wright’s 
“Cornetto trilogy”

18 ___ Schwarz 
(toy retailer)

20 Jaded sort

24 Indignation

25 “Archer” char-
acter with an 

extensive back 
tattoo

27 Muscle mala-
dies

29 Mort who 
hosted the first 
Grammy Awards 
ceremony

30 “___ yourself”

33 Treaty partner

34 Bee follower?

37 Small ear bone

38 Keatsian intro

39 Backgammon 
cube

40 Greek wed-
ding cry

41 Under-the-
hood mainte-
nance, e.g.

44 Dreamlike 
states

45 Hallucinations

46 Certain bagels

51 Fourth-down 
plays

53 “Blizzard of 
___” (Osbourne 
album)

54 ‘70s super-
model Cheryl

55 Wide variety

58 ___ B’rith (in-
ternational Jew-
ish organization)

59 “Able was 
___ ...”

60 “I’ve got it 
down ___”

61 Company’s 
IT VIP

62 Chinese dy-
nasty for four 
centuries
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GEMINI
The Twins • May 21-June 20

A blogger named Valentine Cassius re-
ports, “A tiny old woman came into the 
deli where I work and ordered a ‘wonderful 
turkey sandwich.’ When asked what she 
wanted on the sandwich other than turkey, 
she said ‘all of your most wonderful top-
pings.’” Here’s my response to that: The 
tiny old woman’s approach usually isn’t 
very effective. It’s almost always preferable 
to be very specific in knowing what you 
want and asking for it. But given the cur-
rent astrological omens, I’ll make an excep-
tion for you in the next three weeks. I think 
you should be like the tiny old woman: Ask 
life, fate, people, spirits, and gods to bring 
you all of their most wonderful toppings.
CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY 22): “I am tired of trying to hold 
things together that cannot be held,” testifies Cancerian novel-
ist Erin Morgenstern. “Tired of trying to control what cannot 
be controlled.” Here’s good news for her and all Cancerians. 
You have cosmic permission to surrender—to no longer try 
to hold things together that can’t be held or try to control 
what can’t be controlled. Maybe in a few weeks you will have 
gained so much relaxed new wisdom that you’ll be inspired to 
make fresh attempts at holding together and controlling. But 
that’s not for you to worry and wonder about right now. Your 
assignment is to nurture your psychological and spiritual 
health by letting go.

LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22): Philosopher Georges Bataille 
wrote, “The lesson of Wuthering Heights, of Greek tragedy 
and, ultimately, of all religions, is that there is an instinctive 
tendency towards divine intoxication which the rational 
world of calculation cannot bear. This tendency is the op-
posite of Good. Good is based on common interest, which 
entails consideration of the future.” I’m going to dissent from 
Bataille’s view. I agree that we all have an instinctive longing 
for divine intoxication, but I believe that the rational world 
needs us to periodically fulfill our longing for divine intoxi-
cation. In fact, the rational world grows stale and begins to 
decay without these interludes. So the truth is that divine in-
toxication is crucial for the common good. I’m telling you this, 
Leo, because I think the coming weeks will be a favorable 
time for you to claim a healthy dose of divine intoxication.

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22): Virgo actor Ingrid Bergman 
(1915–1982) won the most prestigious awards possible for her 
work in films, TV, and theater: Oscars, Emmys, and a Tony. 
She was intelligent, talented, and beautiful. Life was a chal-
lenge when she was growing up, though. She testified, “I was 
the shyest human ever invented, but I had a lion inside me 
that wouldn’t shut up.” If you have a sleeping lion inside you, 
Virgo, I expect it to wake up soon. And if your inner lion is 
already wide awake and you have a decent relationship with 
it, I suspect it may soon begin to come into its fuller glory.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22): Libran author Antonio Tabuc-
chi described the frame of mind I recommend for you in the 
coming days. I hope you’ll be eager to embrace his far-reach-
ing empathy. Like him, I trust you will expand your capacity 
to regard the whole world as your home. Here’s Tabucchi’s 
declaration: “Like a blazing comet, I’ve traversed infinite 
nights, interstellar spaces of the imagination, voluptuousness 
and fear. I’ve been a man, a woman, an old person, a little girl, 
I’ve been the crowds on the grand boulevards of the capital 
cities of the West, I’ve been the serene Buddha of the East. I’ve 
been the sun and the moon.”

SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21): Author James Frey writes, “I 
used to think I was tough, but then I realized I wasn’t. I was 
fragile and I wore thick armor. And I hurt people so they 
couldn’t hurt me. And I thought that was what being tough 
was, but it isn’t.” I agree with Frey. The behavior he describes 
has nothing to do with being tough. So what does? That’s 
important for you to think about, because the coming weeks 
will be an excellent time to be tough in the best senses of the 
word. Here are my definitions: Being tough means never let-

ting people disrespect you or abuse you, even as you cultivate 
empathy for how wounded everyone is. Being tough means 
loving yourself with such unconditional grace that you never 
act unkind out of a neurotic need to over-defend yourself. Be-
ing tough means being a compassionate truth-teller.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC. 21): Fragile intensity or 
intense fragility? Ferocious gentleness or gentle ferocity? 
Vulnerable strength or strong vulnerability? I suspect these 
will be some of the paradoxical themes with which you’ll be 
delicately wrestling in the coming days. Other possibilities: 
sensitive audacity or audacious sensitivity; fluidic fire or fiery 
fluidity; crazy wisdom or wise craziness; penetrating softness 
or soft penetration; shaky poise or poised shakiness. My ad-
vice is to regard rich complexities like these as blessings, not 
confusions or inconveniences.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-JAN. 19): Birds that live in cities 
have come up with an ingenious adaptation. They use hu-
mans’ abandoned cigarette butts to build their nests. Some-
how they discovered that nicotine is an insectide that dispels 
pests like fleas, lice, and mites. Given your current astrological 
aspects, I’m guessing you could make metaphorically compa-
rable adjustments in your own life. Are there ways you could 
use scraps and discards to your benefit?

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18): A blogger named Raven tes-
tifies, “My heart is a toddler throwing a tantrum in a store and 
my brain is the parent who continues to shop.” I’m pleased to 
inform you, Aquarius, that your heart will NOT act like that 
toddler in the coming weeks. In fact, I believe your heart will 
be like a sage elder with growing wisdom in the arts intimacy 
and tenderness. In my vision of your life, your heart will 
guide you better than maybe it ever has. Now here’s a message 
to your brain: Listen to your heart!

PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20): The Voyager 1 space probe, 
launched by NASA in 1977, is now more than 14 billion 
miles from Earth. In contrast, the farthest humans have ever 
penetrated into the ground is 7.62 miles. It’s the Kola Super-
deep Borehole in northwest Russia. Metaphorically speaking, 
these facts provide an evocative metaphor for the following 
truth: Most humans feel more confident and expansive about 
exploring the outer world than their inner realms. But I hope 
that in the coming weeks you will buck that trend, as you 
break all previous records for curious and luxurious explora-
tion into your deepest psychic depths.

ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19): “Open your mouth only 
if what you are going to say is more beautiful than silence,” 
declares an Arab proverb. That’s a high standard to aspire 
to. Even at our very best, when we’re soaring with articulate 
vitality, it’s hard to be more beautiful than silence for more 
than, say, 50 percent of the time. But here’s a nice surprise: 
You could exceed that benchmark during the next three 
weeks. You’re primed to be extra expressive and interesting. 
When you speak, you could be more beautiful than silence as 
much as 80 percent of the time.

TAURUS (APRIL 20-MAY 20): Here’s the definition of an 
emotional support animal: “a companion animal that provides 
therapeutic benefit to a person with a mental or psychiatric 
disability.” I don’t mean to be flippant, but I think every one of 
us has at least one mental or psychiatric disability that would 
benefit from the company of an emotional support animal. If 
you were ever going to acquire such an ally, the coming weeks 
would be prime time to do so. I encourage you to also seek 
out other kinds of help and guidance and stimulation that 
you’d benefit from having. It’s the resource-gathering phase 
of your cycle. (PS: Cesar Chavez said: “You are never strong 
enough that you don’t need help.”)
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